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Abstract—Cyber-attacks are becoming more common against
Internet users due to the increasing dependency on online com-
munication in their daily lives. X.509 Public-Key Infrastructure
(PKIX) is the most widely adopted and used system to secure
online communications and digital identities. However, different
attack vectors exist against the PKIX system, which attackers
exploit to breach the security of the reliant protocols. Recently,
various projects (e.g., Let’s Encrypt and Google Certificate
Transparency) have been started to encrypt online communica-
tions, fix PKIX vulnerabilities, and guard Internet users against
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cyber-attacks. This survey focuses on classical PKIX propos-
als, certificate revocation proposals, and their implementation
on blockchain as well as ledger technologies. First, we discuss
the PKIX architecture, the history of the World Wide Web, the
certificate issuance process, and possible attacks on the certifi-
cate issuance process. Second, a taxonomy of PKIX proposals,
revocation proposals, and their modern implementation is pro-
vided. Then, a set of evaluation metrics is defined for comparison.
Finally, the leading proposals are compared using 15 evalua-
tion metrics and 13 cyber-attacks before presenting the lessons
learned and suggesting future PKIX and revocation research.

Index Terms—Blockchain, privacy, revocation, ledger technol-
ogy, public-key infrastructure (PKI).

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, there has been a dramatic increase in Internet
usage due to the increasing reliance on smart services and

online applications. Cities and homes are becoming smarter,
where various Internet of Things (IoT) devices play differ-
ent roles in making life comfortable. Online applications such
as online banking, mailing, and e-commerce have become an
integrated and indispensable part of our daily lives due to
their significant contributions. A report revealed that around
5 billion people were using the Internet in 2022, with a total
increase of around 200 million (+4.1%) over the last year [1].
These Internet users rely on the World Wide Web (WWW) to
access information systematically. Recently, Web 3.0 has also
attracted the attention of financial institutions, researchers, and
academia. With the growing reliance on online applications
and intelligent services, cyber-attacks are increasing against
users, WWW applications, intelligent services, and devices.
The Skybox Security report revealed that 20,175 vulnerabili-
ties were identified in 2021, with an overall increase of almost
24% [2].

Moreover, Snowden’s report (The 2013 National Security
Revelations) revealed that government agencies are involved
in breaching the security and privacy of Internet users [3].
Recently, state-level adversaries have tried to intercept Internet
user traffic in Kazakhstan [4]. The traffic interceptions of
Internet users by different governments and other powerful
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adversaries set a dangerous precedent [4]. In response, var-
ious initiatives and projects have been started to secure and
encrypt Internet traffic using cryptographic algorithms. For
example, Google started Certificate Transparency (CT) [5] and
encrypted the links between data centers [6], while Apple
set encryption to default on its mobile devices [7]. Similarly,
the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) declared pas-
sive monitoring as a cyber-attack [8] and started the Let’s
Encrypt [9] project to encrypt Web traffic through crypto-
graphic methods. Cryptographic algorithms can be divided into
two major classes: symmetric and asymmetric (i.e., Public-Key
Cryptography (PKC) algorithms. The first class uses a sin-
gle key to encrypt/decrypt information, which raises concerns
about the secure distribution of the encryption/decryption key
in open communication scenarios such as the Internet, which
is known as the key management problem of the symmetric
algorithm.

To address the key management problem of the symmetric
algorithm, Diffie and Helman introduced PKC in 1976, which
uses a pair of keys: Public-Key (PK) to encrypt information,
and Secret-Key (SK) used to decrypt information. They used
the concept of a public registry to maintain the PK to name
mappings to solve the problem of key management. However,
another identity authentication problem was raised with the
introduction of PKC. To solve the identity authentication
problem, Public-Key Infrastructure (PKI) has emerged, provid-
ing a foundation for PKC. Among the different PKI standards,
the X.509 Public-Key Infrastructure (PKIX), known as the
Internet PKI/Web PKI, gained widespread adoption among
the Internet and Web community. Unfortunately, the PKIX
design has severe flaws and vulnerabilities that are exploited
by attackers [10] and pointed out by researchers [11], [12].
Several schemes and experimental projects have been initiated
to fix the vulnerabilities.

The main aim of this survey article is to present an
up-to-date and comprehensive overview of PKIX, certificate
revocation proposals, recent proposals, and threats to and
from them, along with their impact on users. In addition,
this survey provides a succinct comparison among the leading
proposals using 15 evaluation metrics and 13 cyber-attacks.
Table I lists all the terms and abbreviations used in this
article.

A. Structure of This Survey

Fig. 1 illustrates the structure of this survey, and the rest
of the survey is organized as follows. Section II reviews
related surveys and presents the contributions of this survey.
Section III provides an overview of PKIX, PGP, the World
Wide Web, and the application of PKIX. Section IV intro-
duces the issuance of the Domain Validated (DV) certificate
(DV-certificate), the validation methods, the array of cyber-
attacks, and CA failures. Section V presents the taxonomy of
PKIX and revocation proposals. Section VI defines the evalua-
tion metrics and performs a detailed comparison of the leading
PKIX and revocation proposals. Lessons learned, research
gaps, and future perspectives are presented in Section VII
before drawing the final conclusion in Section VIII.

TABLE I
ABBREVIATIONS USED THROUGHOUT THIS ARTICLE

II. RELATED WORK

Despite a large body of work on PKIX and revocation pro-
posals, to the authors’ best knowledge, there is so far no
complete survey on PKIX and revocation proposals, recent
attacks on them, their modern implementation on ledger and
blockchain technologies having the same scope and approach
as presented in this survey article.

Rueppel and Wildhaber [13] discussed the legal and tech-
nical challenges faced during the design and operation of
a PKI framework. Grant [14] evaluated Convergence [15],
Perspectives [16], Domain Name System (DNS)-based
Authentication of Named Entities (DANE) [17], [18], [19],
Certification Authority Authorization (CAA) [20], Mutually
Endorsed Certification Authority Infrastructure (MECAI) [21],
PK Pinning (PKP) [22], Sovereign Keys Infrastructure
(SKI) [23], and Google Certificate Transparency (CT) [5].
Amin et al. [24] analyzed security issues along with the energy
and time cost of PKC algorithms for wireless sensor networks.

Clark and Van Oorschot [25] surveyed and classified HTTPS
security problems and presented future research challenges.
Furthermore, they compared some existing certificate man-
agement schemes. Parsovs [26] analyzed the problems with
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Fig. 1. Structure of this survey.

the TLS certificates of clients in practice using data collected
in Estonia. Delignat-Lavaud et al. [27] measured the actual
level of adherence of issued certificates to the CA/Browser
Forum regulations. Albarqi et al. [28] discussed the PKI
component operations and compared PKIX and Pretty Good
Privacy (PGP). Huang et al. [29] analyzed Man-in-the-Middle
(MitM) attacks on Facebook through forged TLS/SSL certifi-
cates. Zhang et al. [30] investigated an OpenSSL bug known
as Heartbleed, which had revealed the private keys of web
servers.

Holz et al. [31] investigated the security of chat and email
frameworks. Michael and Joseph [32] analyzed the adoption
of strict transport security (HSTS) [33] and PKP by the Web
community and their information leakage. At the same time,
the work in [34] examined the client and server side imple-
mentation of HSTS and PKP. Vandersloot et al. [35] measured
certificate-related data collected from different famous sources,
such as Google CT logs, and proposed recommendations on
how to perform future measurements. Heiland et al. [36]
presented a general overview of PKIX with a discussion on
modeling and simulation of the cost of certificate validation.
The work in [37] presented in-depth PKC and the execution
time, energy, and other resources consumed by the PKC prim-
itives on wireless devices. Yu and Ryan [38] presented a chap-
ter on conventional and log-based PKIX proposals. They also
listed evaluation metrics for the evaluation of PKIX proposals.

Gustafsson et al. [39] used passive and active methodologies
to pinpoint similarities and differences among Google CT [5]
logs along with their usage, including certificates, and the asso-
ciation between regularly monitored certificates in Web traffic
with transparency log-based certificates.

Amann et al. [40] investigated the new security features
of protocols such as Google CT, DNS Security Extension
(DNSSEC) [41], and HSTS added to HTTPS to complement
its security. Nykvist et al. [42] measured the adoption of
Signed-Certificate-Timestamp (SCT) of Google CT among the
top one million famous domains. They developed a client
side measurement tool to carry out their investigation of
SCT adoption. Gasser et al. [43] investigated the compli-
ance of certificates with the baseline requirements in PKIX.
Li et al. [44] explored the reliability of monitors in the con-
text of CT. Malick et al. [45] investigated and compared
PKC-based key bootstrapping proposals for IoT applications.
Li et al. [46] identified that CT’s third-party monitors are
potentially exposed to MitM attacks. They concluded that this
vulnerability of the monitors could jeopardize CT security.
Khan et al. [47] explored the security and privacy issues of
5G technologies caused by the introduction of new technolo-
gies such as software-defined networking, cloud computing,
and virtualization of network functions.

The works in [50], [51], [52] examined DANE
[17], [18], [19] deployment and its impact on the secu-
rity of web applications. Brunner et al. [53] discussed and
compared the implementation of blockchain-based PKI
and provided recommendations for future implementation.
Chuat et al. [54] discussed the delegation of trust, revocation,
and proxy certificates used in Web communication. They also
presented parameters for comparing the surveyed schemes.
Aldahwan and Alghazzawi [55] conducted a systematic review
of the literature by designing research questions and a search
string. They highlighted the problems of PKI and how these
problems can be fixed using the blockchain. The work in [56]
shed light on the past 30 years of DNS deployment and on
its future. Albogam et al. [57] discussed the conventional and
blockchain-based PKIX proposals along with the comparison
between them. Bansal and Sethumadhavan [62] enlightened
the security issues of DNS and the schemes presented by
researchers to overcome these problems. They also covered
blockchain-based DNS proposals that could solve DNS
problems. Meiklejohn et al. [58] analyzed proposals that are
proposed for privacy-preserving auditing of domain certificate
inclusion in Google CT logs. Maldonado-Ruiz et al. [59]
focused on decentralized identity management and the trend
to implement PKI in blockchain technology. They concluded
that CA is still the main trust anchor in the new PKI imple-
mentations. de Carnavalet and van Oorschot [60] studied
30 proposals and discussed the challenges posed by TLS
traffic interceptions in middleboxes such as Content Delivery
Networks (CDN). Safaei Pour et al. [61] reviewed the Internet
measurement techniques and provided a taxonomy of them
across two dimensions. One dimension is related to the
components of the Internet ecosystem, while the second is
related to internal proper functioning against the negative
influence of external third parties on the Internet.
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TABLE II
A COMPARISON OF RELATED SURVEY PAPERS CONTRIBUTIONS

Table II compares the related survey articles and their
contributions. In Table II, the year shows the time of pub-
lication of the survey article, while the domain shows the
area covered by the survey article. Table II also examines
related articles in terms of PKIX and coverage of the revo-
cation process. It can be observed from the table that most
surveys cover PKIX and the revocation process. However,
the PKIX and the revocation process challenges are covered
in a few articles. In terms of comparison through evalua-
tion metrics, only Yu and Ryan [38] and Chuat et al. [54]
conducted a detailed comparison. However, both works par-
tially compare all schemes. For example, Yu and Ryan [38]
compare only classical and log-based PKIX proposals, while
Chuat et al. [54] investigate revocation schemes, delega-
tion schemes, and certificate features. Regarding the defense
comparison, none of the existing surveys has provided a
detailed comparison between PKIX proposals and revocation
proposals.

From Table II and the comprehensive discussion on related
survey articles, it is clear that neither of the survey articles
covers the recent attacks on the certificate issuance process
and a detailed comparison of defense of leading proposals

against these attacks. In addition, only a few articles either
partially covered revocation proposals or provided a detailed
comparison. The survey works carried out in [38], [54] inves-
tigate classical PKIX proposals, log-based PKIX proposals,
and some revocation proposals without discussing blockchain-
based PKI proposals. No survey articles in the literature,
however, have presented a detailed survey on traditional PKIX
proposals, traditional revocation proposals, and their mod-
ern implementation, including comparison through evaluation
metrics and recent attacks among leading proposals. To our
knowledge, this effort represents the first survey covering
PKIX proposals, revocation proposals, and their advanced
versions with detailed comparisons.

A. Contributions of This Survey

The main contributions of this survey are as follows.
• We survey the state-of-the-art PKIX proposals by starting

with a comprehensive discussion on the PKIX archi-
tecture, Web history, PGP architecture, the business
of the certificate issuance process, and possible recent
cyber-attacks.
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• A taxonomy of PKIX proposals is provided based on their
nature of defense and implementation technology, and a
taxonomy of revocation proposals is presented based on
data structure and revocation information dissemination
methods. Additionally, the strengths and weaknesses of
each scheme are discussed.

• A set of evaluation metrics is defined to evaluate, exam-
ine, and compare PKIX and revocation proposals. A
detailed and unified comparison is made among the lead-
ing PKIX and revocation proposals through the evaluation
metrics defined in Section VI-A. Furthermore, the defense
of leading PKIX and revocation proposals against the
recent attacks discussed in Section IV-C is investigated.

• Finally, the lessons learned and future challenges of PKIX
and the revocation process are presented.

III. PKIX AND WORLD WIDE WEB OVERVIEW

This section reviews the widely deployed key management
infrastructure known as the PKI of the Internet based on the
recommendations of the ITU-T X.509 certificate. The his-
tory of the WWW is briefly discussed before delving into
the PGP key management infrastructure presented by Phil
Zimmermann.

A. PKIX

In 1988, ITU-T approved specifications on how to link an
identity to a PK, authenticate the identity, and developed a
standard called X.509 [63] in association with the X.500 stan-
dard [64]. Since the introduction of PKI, the deployment
of PKI on the Internet has been dominated by the ITU-
T X.509 standard [65], known as PKIX. Major protocols
such as TLS/SSL and protocols that use TLS/SSL for secure
communication, such as HTTPS, POP, SMTP, IMAP, XMPP,
and LDAP, inherently rely on PKIX to establish secure
connections [65]. PKIX defines a standard format for a cer-
tificate, known as the X.509 certificate signed by Certification
Authorities (CA), and procedures for registration, initial-
ization, certification, cross-certification, key pair generation,
update, certificate expiry, and certificate revocation. Fig. 2
shows a traditional PKIX architecture that comprises the
following five main components.

• Certification Authority (CA): It is responsible for granting
and revoking X.509 certificates. It can delegate certifi-
cate issuance power to sub-ordinate CAs (sub-CAs) and
administrative functions such as identity verification to
Registration Authorities (RA).

• Server: An entity to whom a certificate is issued by a CA
and is identified on the subject part of the X.509 certifi-
cate. The server (e.g., www.a.com) uses the acquired cer-
tificate(s) for authentication and encryption/decryption.

• Registration Authority (RA)1: An additional entity that
usually performs identity verification and entity regis-
tration. It can assume various types of administrative
functions of the corresponding CA.

1RA is an optional entity in PKIX. For simplicity, RA is omitted from the
remainder of the discussion on PKIX.

Fig. 2. A high-level overview of traditional PKIX architecture.

• Client: An entity that uses the services offered by Web
servers and authenticates them through certificate verifi-
cation.

• Repository: An entity holding and offering Certificate
Revocation Lists (CRLs) to validate the revocation status
of X.509 certificates.

A server (end-entity) that intends to use a certificate for secure
communication first sends a Certificate Signing Request (CSR)
after registering directly or indirectly through RA to CA.
A certificate is issued against the CSR that contains basic
identity information (e.g., common name, IP address, and
domain name) after successfully verifying the identity and
the information provided. Client browsers are provided with
the necessary material, such as root CA PKs during the ini-
tialization process, that enables clients to verify a CA-signed
domain certificate. During the establishment of a secure con-
nection, a client receives CA-signed certificates from the server
to which the client wants to connect. The client validates the
received certificate by verifying that a trusted CA signs the
certificate, that it has not expired, and that it has not been
revoked by checking the revocation status on the CRLs. In
PKIX design, CAs are entirely trusted servers that issue and
revoke digital certificates for clients. PKIX has become a
de facto standard for securing Web communication, but its
design has several drawbacks. For example, CA is a Single-
Point-of-Failure (SPoF), and a single compromised CA can
undermine trust globally [48]. The failure of the famous CA
revealed the fragile security and trust placed in CAs in prac-
tice. Consequently, Google started the CT project to fix CA
issues by introducing the CT log, monitor, and auditor enti-
ties to the PKIX. Various solutions to mitigate the problems
of PKIX, including Google CT, are discussed in Section V in
detail.

B. PGP

Phil Zimmermann designed PGP [66] in the late 1991. PGP
differs entirely in trust and key management from PKIX. PGP
uses a decentralized Web of Trust (WoT) as a trust model
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Fig. 3. A generic PGP architecture.

instead of the centralized CA trust model. In WoT, users are
responsible for key generation, distribution, attestation, and
revocation. In PGP, clients designate PKs of other clients via
semi-trusted paths with different degrees of trust, represent-
ing how trustworthy the attestation of the certificate owner
is when the certificate owner attests the certificates of other
clients. More specifically, how reliable the client’s introduction
of other clients is in the network. In PGP, each client maintains
a directory of its private key in encrypted form and a direc-
tory of PKs, including its own and other peers. Directories
are called rings, and rings grant double trust ratings. The first
rating implies how trusted the user’s PK is, and the second
rating implies how trusted the PK of a client is to add new
clients. When enough trusted peers sign a peer PK, that user
(peer) is considered a trusted user. PGP assigns four levels to
each client regarding the introduction of other clients.

• Fully trusted: Entirely trusted to add new peers.
• Partially trusted: Partially trusted to add new peers.
• Untrusted: Not trusted to add new peers.
• Unknown: Not rated yet to add new peers.
As shown in Fig. 3, the management of PK rings is reliant

on peers. Any user may want to evict its PK in a ring in
case of a key compromise. The user has to inform all users
by sending them a signed revocation message. The decen-
tralized nature of PGP makes it immune to SPoF; however,
it also imposes two difficulties: joining the network by new
clients and revoking keys. New clients wishing to join the
PGP network must visit existing clients for identity verifica-
tion. As mentioned above, key revocation is also cumbersome
in PGP-based networks. PGP is still used by many applica-
tions to secure emails and encrypt files, although it has several
problems. A detailed survey on PGP is left for future work.

C. WWW

Tim Berners-Lee introduced the WWW in 1989 to offer
on-demand information and data sharing among scientists,
researchers, and experts in universities and educational insti-
tutes around the globe while working at the CERN lab. His
idea was to create a decentralized information sharing proto-
col and platform that enables information sharing anywhere
on Earth. The first realization of WWW from 1990 to 2004

is called Web 1.0. In Web 1.0, end-users could only read
information shared on the web.

Later, Web 2.0 began with the emergence of social media
platforms, where end-users can write on the Web instead
of merely being readers. During this era (2004-present),
end-users were enabled by Web companies to share end-users-
generated content on the Web and engage them in peer-to-peer
interactions. This model further birthed the advertisement-
driven revenue generation model. While end-users can create
content, they cannot own it and benefit from monetization.

To enable end-users ownership of content, the concept of
Web 3.02 (2014-Future) was presented by Ethereum cofounder
Gavin Wood3 to address the absolute trust in a handful of
companies and enterprises to act in the public’s best interests
shortly after Ethereum was launched in 2014. The core design
is to eliminate blind trust and build the infrastructure over
blockchain, where end-users can read, write, and own assets.
Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the Web from version 1.0 to
future version 3.0.

D. Application of PKIX

As mentioned earlier, PKIX is the most widely used PKI
on the Internet. Various applications, including Virtual Private
Network (VPN) software, software development tools, mobile
applications, cloud services and applications, e-commerce
applications, and many more, rely on PKIX for secure com-
munication. Some applications have developed their PKI by
modifying the PKIX model to meet the requirements of the
applications. The different set of requirements for different
applications is the main driver behind the development of
different PKI flavors. For example, Vehicular PKI (VPKI)
has been developed to secure vehicular communication as
PKIX fails to meet vehicular communication requirements.
Standardization bodies in the U.S. and Europe have mandated
the use of VPKI for secure vehicular communications [67].
VPKI was developed for privacy-preserving vehicular commu-
nication by adopting the PKIX model. The vehicular scenario
fundamentally differs in terms of privacy, authentication, revo-
cation, and delay requirements. Obscuring a vehicle’s real
identity and location is a top priority in VPKI, while PKIX
was not framed with privacy as the primary goal and objec-
tive. In terms of authentication, VPKI relies primarily on
broadcast-based real-time authentication, where each vehicle
is required to validate safety messages broadcast by devices
within the communication range within a predefined time limit
(e.g., 100 milliseconds ∼ 300 milliseconds); otherwise, they
expire. In contrast, PKIX relies primarily on the client-server
authentication model, where the client is required to validate
messages from a known server without a strict time limit.
The revocation mechanism used in PKIX, such as CRL, fails
when applied to vehicular communication due to the dynamic
network topology and real-time validation requirements [67].

2Although Web 3.0 aims to integrate different technologies such as AI.
Here, we cover Web 3.0 only from the design perspective presented by Gavin
Wood.

3https://ethereum.org/en/web3/
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Fig. 4. An overview of web evolution.

Fig. 5. An overview of PKIX application in IoT scenario source [68].

Similarly, IoT communications and applications have a dif-
ferent set of requirements due to the resource-constrained
nature of IoT devices. Since PKI requires heavy compu-
tational operations for encryption/decryption process, which
could drain the available energy of resource-constrained edge
devices. To achieve a tradeoff between energy efficiency and
security, various mechanisms such as lighter cryptographic
algorithms (Elliptic Curve Cryptography), offloading compu-
tation to powerful machines, and on-demand and layered secu-
rity can be utilized. Therefore, Höglund et al. [68] designed a
lightweight flavor of PKI based on the PKIX model for IoT
applications by replacing heavy operations with lightweight
ones. Fig. 5 shows a PKI framework for secure IoT commu-
nications, where communications happen using Datagram TLS
(DTLS). The IoT PKI [68] still relies on CRL and OCSP for

certificate revocation. The work in [69] proposed lightweight
CRL, and the work in [70] presented lightweight OCSP for
the revocation of the certificate of IoT devices, while the work
in [71] designed a lightweight certificate. A detailed survey on
PKI and revocation for each application scenario, such as IoT
and integrated network, is left for future work, while interested
readers are referred to the work in [67] for a detailed survey on
VPKI proposals and the differences between PKIX and VPKI
requirements.

IV. THE BUSINESS OF CERTIFICATE ISSUANCE

AND CYBER-ATTACKS

In this section, the DV-certificate issuance process and
domain control validation methods are first discussed. Then,
a typical cyber-attack against conventional PKIX is illustrated
before discussing the possible attacks against PKIX and the
DV-certificate issuance process.

A. DV-Certificate Issuance

The Automated Certificate Management Protocol
(ACME) [72] domain validation and certificate issuance
process is discussed, which is used by Let’s Encrypt CA
and other CAs to automate domain validation and certificate
issuance. The ACME protocol relies on identity validation
mechanisms (see Section IV-B) to validate control over a
domain. Fig. 6 shows the domain control verification and
the certificate issuance process using the HTTP-based chal-
lenge response verification. The ACME protocol comprises
three major steps: 1) a domain owner sends a CSR to an
ACME-based CA, and then the CA sends a set of challenges
for ownership verification; 2) the owner completes the set
of challenges by replying with responses, and 3) the CA
grants DV-certificate to the domain owner upon successful
completion of challenges. Other control verification methods
include email-based verification, DNS-based verification, or
offline methods that are not reliant on the Internet (e.g., letters
of authorization). Although the ACME protocol makes the
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Fig. 6. A high-level overview of DV-certificate issuance.

certificate issuance process automatic, the ACME protocol is
vulnerable to different cyber-attacks, which are discussed in
the next section. More specifically, step 5 and step 6 can be
attacked by an adversary to obtain a malicious certificate for
a victim domain.

B. Validation Methods

1) Email-Based Validation: If a CA supports this valida-
tion method, it typically sends an email to the administrative
domain contact chosen by the applicant out of the registered
email addresses on the whois database for that domain. The
email typically composes a code and link used for domain
control validation. The applicant clicks on the link and enters
the received code to prove the ownership of the domain. The
CA issues a certificate if the applicant enters the correct code.

2) HTTP-Based Validation: Upon receiving a CSR, the CA
responds with a challenge and asks the applicant to place it
on the root of the Web server (at a well-known URL), as
shown in Fig. 6. The CA makes a GET HTTP request to access
the file and issues a certificate upon successful validation. In
HTTP-based validation, the issuing CA can select HTTP or
HTTPS to verify domain control. Unfortunately, the HTTPS-
based validation mode can be downgraded to HTTP [73].

3) Whois-Based Validation: In this validation method, an
email is used as the main validation source. However, the sig-
nificant difference lies in the email selection process. In this
method, CA randomly picks up an email address registered
on the Whois database for that domain for validation, unlike
the email-based validation method, where applicants provide
an email.

4) DNS-Based Validation: Under this verification method,
the CA asks an applicant to insert a challenge as a DNS
Canonical NAME (CNAME) Resource Record (RR) for the
domain server in the zone file. If the CA domain is ca-
domain.com, then the CNAME record for the a.com domain
would be challenge1.www.a.com CNAME challenge2.ca-
domain.com. The CA checks the record using a DNS resolver
and grants a certificate if the record is found. Table III lists
some famous CAs with their supported domain validation
methods.

C. The Array of Cyber-Attacks

In this section, a typical cyber-attack against PKIX is illus-
trated, and then the possible attack vectors against PKIX
are discussed, which researchers have exploited to acquire

TABLE III
SOME LEADING CAS AND THEIR SUPPORTED VALIDATION METHOD

Fig. 7. An overview of a typical cyber-attack.

malicious certificates. The possible attacks on PKIX can
arise from loopholes within the PKIX system, such as zom-
bie certificates and malicious CA insertion attacks, or from
the core network, such as BGP route and DNS hijacking
attacks.

1) Cyber-Attack Illustration: A typical cyber-attack is con-
ducted against PKIX clients using malicious certificates. An
attacker can use rogue certificates to intercept, redirect, or alter
victim Internet traffic. Fig. 7 illustrates a simplified version of
a cyber-attack, where an adversary bypasses the CA valida-
tion process. The cyber-attack involves several steps, which are
demonstrated in Fig. 7. In steps 1 to 6, the adversary acquires
a fake but valid certificate for a victim domain using a DNS
record spoofing (see Section IV-C6) attack4 to bypass the CA
validation process. The adversary installs the malicious certifi-
cate on a server to conduct a cyber-attack against the victim

4Note that DNS record spoofing attack is used only for demonstration pur-
pose. The adversary can use other kinds of attack to bypass the CA validation
process.
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domain and its clients. The client obtains the IP address of the
victim domain in steps 7 to 10, as shown in Fig. 7. When the
client starts the TLS connection by sending a hello server mes-
sage in step 11, the adversary starts conducting a MitM attack
against the victim by controlling the communication between
the victim client and the server, as shown in the steps between
12 and 14 of Fig. 7.

2) CA Compromises: It is an attack in which a trusted CA
gets corrupted and issues false certificates to websites. Since
any browser-trusted CA can issue certificates for any web-
site acceptable by browsers, and thus a powerful attacker can
take down any CA to acquire malicious certificates and con-
duct cyber-attacks on sites and their users. For example, two
famous CAs, Comodo and DigiNotar, were compromised and
certificates for the top sites were fraudulently acquired. In the
case of DigiNotar, malicious certificates were used in MitM
attacks.

3) Compelled Certificate Attack: It is an attack in which
a government agency needs a domestic CA to provide them
with fraudulent TLS certificates for surveillance purposes. In
such attacks, the governmental entities can either force the
compelled CA to issue them a false certificate for each Web
server to be spoofed, or more probably, the root CA is com-
pelled to grant them an intermediate CA certificate that can
further be used again and again by the governmental entities
without the further assistance and knowledge of the compelled
CA. These concerns were theoretically raised in 2010 by the
work in [74]. Unfortunately, recent attacks by different agen-
cies against end-users showed that governmental agencies are
often well positioned to spoof websites by compelling CAs
and/or controlling the network infrastructure.

4) BGP Route Hijacking: Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
hijacking is malicious control of groups of IP addresses
through the compromising routing tables maintained and man-
aged by BGP routers. It is a form of application layer
DDoS attack, which Internet Service Providers (ISPs) usu-
ally cause when they do not adequately screen the network
prefix announcements received from their peer ISPs before
relaying the announcements to others. It enables an adver-
sary to maliciously impersonate a network by adopting the
prefix of a legitimate network. Internet traffic is inadvertently
forwarded to the adversary instead of its origin and proper des-
tination if the adversary convinces other networks to accept the
advertised network prefix.

BGP hijacking can be used to masquerade domain control
validation and acquire malicious certificates. The most effec-
tive types of BGP hijack used for domain control takeover
are sub-prefix hijack, equally-specific hijack, and Autonomous
System (AS) path poisoning attacks [11]. In the first type of
hijacking, an attacker announces a sub-prefix that includes the
IP address of the targeted domain. In the second case, an
attacker announces a prefix of the same length as the victim
domain server. In the last scenario, an adversary announces a
sub-prefix of equal length to the victim domain prefix along
an appended legitimate path that passes through the adver-
sary’s own Autonomous System Number (ASN) to the victim
domain. Fig. 8 shows different attack scenarios. For details,
we refer the readers to the work in [11].

Fig. 8. BGP and path poisoning attack illustration source [11].

Fig. 9. DNS dangling record and malicious certificate issuance through the
subdomain takeover attack.

5) Dangling DNS Record Attack: Dangling DNS records
point to expired services or resources in the authoritative DNS
service. In this attack, stale DNS records pointing to free IP
addresses that are not purged yet, are used to conduct domain
takeover attacks. A typical dangling DNS record and domain
takeover attack is shown in Fig. 9. The dangling DNS records
can be further subdivided into expired domains, discontinued
services, and deprovisioned cloud instances.

Deprovisioned cloud instance attack: The resources and
services allocated in the cloud as an Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS) are well-known to cause the spread of unallocated IP
addresses and stale DNS records. An attacker can exploit the
unallocated IP addresses pointed out by DNS records in the
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Fig. 10. A high-level overview of DNS record spoofing attack.

cloud to impersonate a domain and bypass the CA domain val-
idation process. The work in [75] identified dangling records,
while the work in [12] exploited this vulnerability of the
cloud and the integration of the ACME protocol. DNS records
often refer to discontinued services that service providers had
previously launched on the cloud.

Expired domain attack: In this attack, an expired CNAME
of a domain is used to take control of a legitimate domain. If
the CNAME is expired, any third party can register the domain
and provide services under the alias domain name.

Discontinued service attack: In this attack, an adver-
sary attacks third-party services used by websites to extend
their functionality. Whenever domain owners use third-party
services for the subdomain, the integrator has to configure
the DNS record for the subdomain and explicitly validate the
ownership of the subdomain. Suppose that the service provider
does not validate the domain ownership. In that case, it exposes
the domain to a takeover attack, and an adversary can take con-
trol by mapping any unclaimed domain to its own account by
placing a valid DNS record [75].

6) DNS Record Spoofing Attack: In this attack, an adver-
sary injects a spoofed DNS record into the DNS resolver’s
cache to impersonate victim domains to a CA and tricks
the CA into issuing malicious certificates for domain servers
owned by the adversary illegitimately. All the validation meth-
ods relying on DNS can be attacked through spoofing DNS
records. Fig. 10 shows the DNS record attack on the domain
validation process. This attack can be carried out mainly using
a MitM attack or hijacking the DNS server. In the first case,
the adversary learns the source port of the User Datagram
Protocol (UDP) along with the communication ID to insert
a spoofed DNS record into the response message. The vic-
tim accepts the response as a valid reply, as the UDP ID and
communication ID are the same in the query. In the latter
case, an adversary hacks a DNS server to perfectly modify the
response.

7) Split-World Attack: In the literature, a split-world attack
is also called equivocation, which is applicable if an adver-
sary can show different views of records to different groups
of clients. In this scenario, the adversary controls a trusted
third party (e.g., CA and transparency log) and shows differ-
ent copies of signed records to normal clients and victims.
Fig. 11 shows a typical split-world scenario, where a trusted
party shows the record R1 for a member m1 showing that m1

Fig. 11. A high-level overview of split-world attack.

is invalid, and the record R2 for the same member m1 showing
that m1 is valid to different sets of users simultaneously.

8) DNS Cache Poisoning Attack: In this attack, an adver-
sary can insert a spoof record into the DNS cache even without
knowing the DNS request. After poisoning the cache, the DNS
resolver recalls the bad site for the victim, even if the issue
is resolved or never happens on the server side. In 2005, five
Unix servers caused the attack5 while some attackers used
BGP hijacking for DNS cache poisoning [76].

9) Vantage Point Downgrade Attack: In this attack, the
adversary reduces the validation from multiple vantage points
to a single adversary-selected nameserver by eliminating the
nameservers. The adversary exploits a small set of vantage
points selected by a CA and the methodology of select-
ing nameserver vulnerabilities of the DV-certificate issuance
process. Using the mentioned vulnerabilities, the adversary
can successfully downgrade the multi-vantage-points-to-multi-
nameservers validation mechanism to multi-vantage-points-to-
single-nameserver validation. For further details, we refer the
readers to the base work in [77].

10) Truststore Attack: In this attack, an adversary replaces
the truststore of a device with a malicious truststore that stores
the certificates of malicious CAs. The malicious CAs are used
to conduct cyber-attacks against users and breach their security
and privacy.

11) Malicious CA Insertion Attack: In this attack, an adver-
sary attacks users by inserting malicious CA certificates into
their truststore. This attack has been launched by software
and hardware vendors by inserting malicious CAs into their
products.

12) Revocation Information Blocking Attack: In this attack,
the attacker blocks victims’ access to the certificate revocation
status validation process to use the certificates revoked against
them.

13) Zombie Certificate Attack: In this attack, an attacker
uses a malicious DV-certificate that is supposed to be
revoked by a CA. More specifically, a rogue CA helps the
attacker to conduct attacks against victims by not revoking a
certificate.

5http://isc.sans.org/presentations/dnspoisoning.php
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TABLE IV
YEARLY CAS FAILURES

TABLE V
CAS TAKEN DOWN BY RESEARCHERS

14) Efail Attack: In this attack, an adversary breaks
OpenPGP and S/MIME email encryption by compelling email
clients to send the entire plaintext of the email to the adversary.
In Efail attacks, the adversary modifies an encrypted email in
a special way and forwards the altered encrypted email to
the victim. When the victim decrypts the malicious email and
loads embedded external content (e.g., HTML link), it exfil-
trates the plaintext to the attacker. For further details on Efail,
we refer the readers to the work in [78].

D. CA Failures

Attacks on CAs and their failures were considered theoreti-
cal attacks on PKIX architecture during the early deployment
stage. Unfortunately, different CA failures and cyber-attacks
on them revealed their fragile ecosystem in practice. Table IV
shows some leading compromises in practice, while Table V
lists CAs taken down by researchers.

V. PKIX PROPOSALS

Classical PKIX, revocation proposals, and the recent pro-
posals based on transparency logs and blockchain are dis-
cussed in this section. Classical PKIX proposals can be
broadly divided into three main categories: CA-centered

PKIX proposals, client-centered PKIX proposals, and domain-
centered PKIX proposals. In addition to classical proposals,
the modern proposal can be classified into two classes: log-
and blockchain-based PKIX proposals.

A. CA-Centered Proposals

MECAI [21] is a certification framework that func-
tions like notary-based schemes (e.g., Perspective [16] and
Convergence [15]), and notary servers are run by participating
CAs. Thus, CAs perform the dual functions of issuing server
certificates and short-lived vouchers simultaneously. The short-
lived voucher is a witnessed fact observed on the Web from
the perspective of a notary server. Clients only accept certifi-
cates from Web servers accompanied by short-lived vouchers
from CAs. The voucher contains the hostname, the server cer-
tificate from a TLS handshake, a timestamp, and a statement
about the certificate revocation status.

Kasten et al. [79] proposed CAge to limit the scope of CA
certification based on observations made by the study in [80]
that states that only a small number of famous CAs have
issued certificates for TLDs. It restricts a CA from endorsing
certificates for a designated pool of TLDs, since CA behav-
ior is mostly stable, allowing the restriction based on past
behavior. They claimed that such a constraint could decrease
the attack surface by 65–90%. Braun and Rynkowski [81]
designed a tool called Rootopia to identify the list of CAs
relevant to a specific client based on his/her browsing history.
Braun et al. [82] presented trust views that work on a user-
dependent local knowledge base to make trust decisions. The
trust level and difference required for different applications are
dynamically computed during trust validation. Braun et al. [83]
restricted the scope of CAs at a user-specific level using
the knowledge base of trust views [82]. Classen et al. [84]
extended the concept of trust views by gathering CA reputa-
tion data from their users through the concept of peer-to-peer
networking. It was observed that the proposals [83], [84] have
the issue that a newly added CA with high compliance with
community requirements may get lower reputation grades
than an older CA with lower compliance with community
requirements. Furthermore, proposals based on scope restric-
tions [79], [83], [84] cannot shield clients against malicious
issuance by the CA, which is authorized to issue for the target
domain.

Domain Validation++ (DV++) [85] is a recent domain
identity verification protocol. DV++ complemented CAs’ tra-
ditional domain validation, which is exposed to MitM attacks
and mitigated through validation from multi-vantage points. In
multi-vantage validation, each domain server identity is ver-
ified from different vantages to avoid path poisoning attacks
and resist other on-path and off-path attackers.

Syta et al. [86] addressed the weakest-link issues of PKI
by implementing a “Cothority” that federates all CAs of the
current PKI. The Cothority uses the CoSi [87] signing mech-
anism to scale to many signatories and allows individual CA
to detect fraudulent certificates before they are attested proac-
tively. However, the scheme does not specify any mechanism
for detecting and blocking fake certificates in practice [88].
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Wang et al. [89] made CAs blind by introducing a privacy-
preserving identity verification mechanism. In this work [89],
blind CA can simultaneously validate the identity and issue
a certificate without learning the information about the real
identity. They introduced the Secure Channel Injection (SCI)
protocol to validate clients’ identities without learning their
true identities. The SCI protocol includes generating several
encrypted messages by the prover and verifier to conduct
identity validation. The verifier can insert a secret message
(challenge) at a designated point in the protocol. Later, the
prover retrieves the challenge using a separate connection and
relays it back to the verifier to complete the identity verifica-
tion challenge. The work enabled traditional CAs to bootstrap
an anonymous communication system without separating the
identity validation and certificate issuance roles.

The Let’s Encrypt CA [9] project was started by IETF to
make certificate issuance, server configuration, and identity
validation fast and accessible to encrypt web communication
and data. This project [9] relies on ACME to automate the DV-
certificate issuance process. This made the certificate issuance
process quick and automatic. However, the CA is still fully
trusted [90].

Perl et al. [91] analyzed ZMAP [92] and identified 140
unused CAs certificates that were never used in signing TLS
certificates. They designed a solution and argued that removing
or restricting the certificates of these unused CAs on the desk-
top and browser truststore would not invalidate any previously
valid TLS/SSL certificates.

Jayaraman et al. [93] split the private key of a CA among
multiple parties to reduce the risk that the private key can be
misused in the event of a key compromise. The work in [93]
uses a multiparty computation scheme to sign certificates that
never expose the real signing key.

Lesson Learned: Despite various efforts to secure CAs
against attacks, CAs still show the weakest link in the PKIX
ecosystem. Recent attacks have shown that taking down
CAs and bypassing their validation mechanism is practical.
Additionally, CAs have low scalability and will not scale in
case of future growth.

B. Client-Centered Proposals

Wendlandt et al. [16] implemented Perspective as an add-
on for the Firefox browser in 2008. Perspective was designed
to thwart PK cyber-attacks on the Trust-On-First-Use (TOFU)
of PK during authentication by querying the PK status from
specialized notary servers. Notaries are independent and dis-
tributed servers that monitor network traffic and provide their
views about PKs to users. Notaries maintain a timestamped
history of all observed PKs and periodically update their his-
tory by validating the revocation status of PKs. When an
end-user receives a PK from a server, the end-user vali-
dates the PK from multiple notaries by querying them. If the
results of the PK query are consistent, the end-user trusts and
accepts the PK. Otherwise, it may reject the PK and con-
sider a MitM attack by witnessing two different PKs for the
server. Therefore, the discretion to trust a PK is transferred
to end-users. It thwarts MitM attacks through malicious PKs

(e.g., certificates). However, it does not support multiple PKs
for a server, as end-users get warnings and alerts of conflict-
ing views. Additionally, a fresh PK is exposed to a period
of unavailability, as the PK can only be used after being
witnessed by notaries.

DoubleCheck [94] solved the browsing history leakage and
fresh PK unavailability problems of Perspective by introducing
a double query of the PK from a target notary: one through
a Tor secure connection and one through a TLS/SSL secured
connection. DoubleCheck does not need to deploy new infras-
tructural components and conceals the user browsing history.
However, it induces an additional 15 seconds of latency for
each certificate verification [38].

Marlinspike concealed the user browsing history by imple-
menting an add-on called Convergence in the Firefox
browser [15]. Convergence introduced an onion routing-like
mechanism to conceal browsing records, where users ran-
domly select one notary of Perspective to pass the user request
to other notaries. Therefore, the forwarding notary cannot
know what the users are querying, while the notaries replying
to the request cannot reveal the requester’s identity. Clients
keep a cache of certificates they encountered, and only query
notaries for newly encountered certificates. It supports offline
verification for credentials already encountered without query-
ing the notary servers and protects browsing records. Like
Perspective and DoubleCheck, Convergence does not support
multiple PKs for a domain.

CertLock [74] is an add-on for monitoring the location of
CAs for Firefox, where the add-on observes the country of
CA that issues the certificate. CertLock alerts users if two
different CAs issue certificates for the same domain from dif-
ferent countries. CertLock enables users to detect MitM attacks
launched through valid but maliciously issued certificates by
different CAs from different regions. However, it cannot shield
and detect if the same CA gets corrupted and issues a fake
certificate for the domain.

Crossbear [95] was designed to detect MitM attacks and
locate them with a reasonable level of confidence. Crossbear
uses notary servers to detect attacks and uses traceroutes to
locate the attacks. To find traceroutes, the authors developed
two types of hunter applications–a Mozilla Firefox add-on and
a standalone hunter application. The add-on performs detection
and localization tasks, while the standalone one can only locate
the attacks. They maintain a list of servers that are under MitM
attacks.

The Policy Engine [96] enables end-users to make user-
specific decisions about which certificate to trust. The decision
is made based on a policy of certificate sequence obtained from
a Web server, which can be adopted by organizations or by
individual end-users. The authors of this endeavor designed
a repository that helped to interpret the policy and suggested
an implementation language and integration of the policy to
secure clients.

Bates [97] conducted a case study of deploying Convergence
and forcing perspective-based validation on a complete uni-
versity system in simulation. They found that a single
Convergence deployment can meet the verification require-
ments of millions of TLS/SSL connections with 0.1%
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communication overhead and 108 milliseconds (ms) verifica-
tion delay on each connection.

CERTSHIM [98] designed easy-to-deploy dynamically
shared objects to protect clients against TLS/SSL vulnerabil-
ities. It further tried to transparently fix TLS/SSL problems
and vulnerabilities in the validation applications. It includes
a policy engine that enables clients to express complicated
certificate validation procedures tailored to specific applica-
tions and domains or enforce the procedures system-wide.
CERTSHIM was integrated with DANE, Convergence, and
key-pinning proposals. It does not support browsers, and
a local adversary and applications can bypass its security
policies.

TrusBase [99] is a framework that offers certificate-based
authentication as an Operating System (OS) service and
enables system administrators to control the authentication
policy. The framework includes eight services: CA valida-
tion, whitelist, key pinning, certificate revocation, CRLSets
blocking, DANE, notary service, and cipher suite auditor. The
certificate revocation check is performed through OCSP, while
the CRLSets blocking check is used to extend the safety of
the Chrome browser to all applications. The major disadvan-
tage of this scheme is that it results in double validation for
applications that perform certificate validation correctly.

Certificate Patrol [100] is another Firefox monitoring-based
add-on, where all Web certificates are saved in the add-
on encountered by the browser. The basic idea behind the
Certificate Patrol add-on is that it is very unlikely that certifi-
cates will frequently change because they have an extended
expiry time. Therefore, the add-on warns users if it encoun-
ters a new certificate for the domain that is different from
the previously cached one. Accepting the newly encoun-
tered certificate is left to the user’s discretion. The advantage
of Certificate Patrol is that it is lightweight and offers an
additional layer of defense against attacks. However, it is
incompatible with multiple certificates.

Key pinning [22] cannot distinguish a fake certificate from
a certificate update due to their use of the TOFU method.
HTTPS Everywhere [101] is another client software add-on
that makes it easy to enforce HTTPS-based communication
with one click. The extension was deprecated at the end of
2021 due to widespread usage of HTTPS and HTTPS-only
mode support by major browsers [102].

Lesson learned: It was observed that client-centered pro-
posals need to query online servers to validate the certificate
encountered. Thus, they need an additional connection to
online servers, however, the update rate of servers is quite low
and can lead to MitM in case of server infidelity. Furthermore,
it introduces a window of unavailability and may not be
compatible with short-lived certificates.

C. Domain-Centered Proposals

HPKP [103], [104] implemented PK Pinning (PKP) in
Chrome browser, where domain servers specify a list of autho-
rized CAs who can issue certificates for domains. Maintaining
the mapping between CAs and domains causes the scalability
issue of PKP, which was solved by declaring the CA list in the

HTTP extension [104]. However, it does not protect domains
if their designated CAs issue malicious certificates for them.
Furthermore, Chrome intended to remove PKP after Google
CT deployment [105].

Hodges et al. [106] thwarted MitM (e.g., protocol down-
grade and cookie hijacking) by mandating HSTS and ignor-
ing click-through warnings. It relies on the TOFU model
and enables domain servers to enforce client applications to
HTTPS connections only.

DANE [17], [18], [19] was proposed to bind a PK to a
domain name through DNSSEC [41]. It allows domain servers
to declare their PKs by recording them in the extension
field of their DNS security. The record is valid if it is cor-
rectly endorsed as designated in DNSSEC [41] and only
the parent domains are eligible for endorsing the DNSSEC
record. It is scalable since domain servers assert trusted CAs
in the DNSSEC field. Similarly, CAA [20] enables domain
servers to assert the CAs authorized for attesting their PKs.
However, DANE and CAA are reliant on DNS servers for their
security.

Trust Assert for Certificate Keys (TACK) mitigated the need
to place complete trust in CAs [107]. Each domain generates
a TACK key pair and attests a TLS key pair using the TACK
key pair. Each client caches and pins the PK to the domain
name after multiple consistent observations of the same PK
for the domain. The pinning is trusted for a certain period of
time and accepts all PKs signed by the TACK key pair. If the
TACK key pair is leaked or lost, then users need to delete
the pinning history of the key pairs and refresh the pinning
information. However, it does not protect clients on their first
visit to domains.

Wang et al. [108] proposed an alternative approach to miti-
gate the damage of a failed CA and enhance the performance
of certificate revocation through domain-based certification
and revocation. Each individual domain operates a CA, which
is responsible for the management of certificates, including
the issuance and revocation of that particular domain. Each
CA maintains a certificate and revocation database facilitating
certificate validation and management. An entry is added to
the former when a new certificate is granted and to the latter
when a certificate is revoked. The work in [108] restricts the
scope of CA, but it was observed that maintaining a CA per
domain results in maintaining a huge number of CAs in the
truststore of clients.

Elaphurus [109] is built on top of the PKP scheme.
Elapshurus addresses secure initialization, TOFU, scalability,
and update issues of the traditional PKP scheme. It initializes
PKP entries if either one security scheme witnesses the certifi-
cate with the lowest false negative rate or two schemes with a
low false positive rate. To update a pinned entry, the certificate
should be signed by the same CA as the previous one and ver-
ified by the security system with a low false negative rate. The
scheme supports multiple certificates per domain, introduces
a mechanism to accept unpinned certificates through low and
medium false negative security systems, and expiry time to
remove pinned entries. However, Elaphurus does not provide
a mechanism for updating a domain certificate if the domain
changes the previous CA.
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Borgolte et al. [12] identified attacks using stale DNS
information associated with discontinued service. They
showed that attackers could assign IP addresses to stale
information pointed out by DNS records. Attackers can also
abuse the trust placed in the domain name to phish, send
and receive emails, or distribute malicious code to clients.
Attackers could carry out such attacks in less than 70 sec-
onds. They designed a domain validation method and proposed
recommendations for domain owners and cloud operators to
mitigate the exposure of their own and their users to the
staleness of DNS records to avoid domain takeover attacks.

Lesson learned: DNS plays an important role during the
Internet browsing process. Unfortunately, there are numerous
attack vectors against DNS, and researchers have recently
demonstrated attacks against DNS. A study revealed that
domain takeover attacks increased by 20% in 2021 as com-
pared to 2020. It was observed that the increasing trend of
hosting domains on third-party services by large organizations
and the lack of timely detection of dangling domain records
is the main driver behind domain takeover attacks [110].
Worryingly, DNS itself is exposed to hijacking, while invalid
certificates of the recursive resolver are also high [111], [112].
Furthermore, around 25% of DNS resolvers over HTPPs fail
to meet minimum privacy requirements [111], [112].

D. Log-Based Proposals

SKI [23] tried to give control to domain owners over their
PKs by defending against corrupted CAs. Each domain owner
has two PKs: SKI key pair and TLS key pair. Domain own-
ers cross-attest their TLS PKs by digitally signing them with
SKI PKs. SKI PKs are recorded on specialized servers called
“timeline servers”, which are abundantly mirrored. When a
user visits a domain server, it confirms the existence of the
SKI key pair on a timeline server by visiting its mirror. The
user accepts the server certificate if the SKI PK is witnessed
on the timeline server and the CA-issued certificate is cross-
endorsed by SKI PK. It eliminates browser warnings and is
the first log-based approach to reduce the trust placed in CAs.
However, it induces an extra latency in the handshake, raises
privacy concerns, and does not support verifiable proof.

Google pioneered CT [5], which keeps a read-only history
of CA-issued certificates in the form of transparency logs. CT
introduced the following additional entities to mitigate SPoF
and enhance traditional PKIX security.

• Transparency log: It is an auditable and append-only
ledger maintained as a Chronological Merkle Hash Tree
(CMHT). All CA-signed certificates are appended to it,
and a Signed Certificate Timestamp (SCT) is inserted into
each of them.

• Monitor: An entity that keeps a full copy of a trans-
parency log and watches for suspicious entries by exam-
ining and validating each entry of the transparency
log.

• Auditor: An entity that validates the correct functional-
ity of a transparency log by checking that the certificates
that the transparency log has promised to insert in the
next update are present in the updated version of the

transparency log. It can be a standalone entity or an
integrated function of Web clients or monitors.

The logs are exposed to public scrutiny and monitoring to
offer transparency and make CAs accountable to their clients
for their conduct. The MHT is maintained in chronologically
ascending order from left to right, enabling transparency logs
to offer membership and extension proofs in logarithmic com-
putational and communication costs. Any interested party can
perform the role of monitor and auditor to watch transparency
logs to identify if they are working correctly. CT can only
detect malicious certificates and attacks through them, leaving
revocation as an open problem. A typical PKIX framework
with the Google CT log extension is depicted in Fig. 12.
Eskandarian et al. [143] addressed the privacy issue of pri-
vate subdomains caused by CT logs. Leibowitz et al. [144]
addressed the security and revocation issues of CT. CTng
uses Certificate Revocation Vectors (CRVs) [145] to comple-
ment CT revocation, while the threshold signature is used by
monitors to sign the fingerprints of a log.

Accountable Key Infrastructure (AKI) [10] introduced a
multi-CA-signed certificate managed on a transparency log
to defend against the failure of a single trusted authority. It
allows domain owners to assert their trust list of transparency
logs and a list of CAs that can sign their certificates. Moreover,
domain owners can define a threshold number of CA signa-
tures on the multi-CA-signed certificate to be considered valid.
Each domain owner in AKI acquires a multi-CA-signed cer-
tificate from the threshold number of CAs and registers the
multi-CA-signed certificate on the transparency log. After the
successful registration process, each domain gets membership
proof for its certificate from the transparency log and staples
the proof with the certificate. The staple proof shows that the
certificate is valid and is refreshed each time the transparency
logs update their database. AKI maintains a single certificate
per domain in transparency logs under a lexical-ordered binary
hash tree to offer a logarithmic certificate revocation proof. It
introduces checks-and-balances among parties to watch each
other’s operations, and it identifies MitM attacks. However,
each monitor needs to maintain a full copy of the transparency
log to monitor the transparency log since the binary hash tree
does not provide a logarithmic proof of extension from the
previous one.

ARPKI [113], [114] identified attacks and loopholes in AKI
and mitigated those loopholes by allowing a domain server
to designate m service providers (e.g., transparency log and
CA) during the certification process and request one signing
CA to carry out the registration process in the transparency
log. Each certificate is endorsed by no less than a threshold
number of CAs, as in AKI, and the designated servers watch
each other’s operations to thwart MitM attacks even when m-
1 parties are corrupted. The security of APRKI was proved
using the Tamarin prover [146]. It eliminates the auditor’s
need for AKI and increases the resilience level against two
compromised AKI authorities. However, the involvement of
all parties in the certification and registration process slows
down the performance of the system.

Policert [115] used the AKI multi-signature certificate con-
cept and separated the list of trusted transparency logs and
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Fig. 12. A high-level overview of PKIX architecture with Google Certificate Transparency extension.

CAs from the TLS certificate by allowing domains to define
a detailed policy for their use of certificates. The Policert
protocol comprises policy registration, multi-signature certifi-
cate registration, certificate validation, transparency log proof
auditing, and secure connection setup. Each domain defines the
policy, binds it to the PK through attestation by multiple CAs,
and registers on the transparency log. After policy registra-
tion, a multi-signature certificate is acquired from a pre-defined
number of CAs and cross-attested with the policy key pair.
Then, the multi-signature certificate is published on the trans-
parency logs. Clients check policy parameters, the threshold
number of CA signatures, and cross-signing by the policy-
specific key pair. Various proofs are validated to ensure that
the transparency log works correctly in the audit phase. The
multi-signature certificate validation and proof audit phases
are carried out during the TLS connection handshake. During
multi-signature certificates, the policy-bound key pair is used
to cross-sign each multi-signature TLS certificate, as in SKI.

DTKI [116] took advantage of cross-signing of the TLS
certificate with the domain-specific key pair known as the

master key. Clients only accept CA-issued certificates that are
cross-signed by the master key. Hence, only CA and trans-
parency logs cannot convince users to accept a PK unless
they know the master key. The master and TLS key pairs are
appended to the transparency log, which is maintained by a
pair of MHTs as in CIRT [147]. DTKI has two layers of trans-
parency log: Certificate Log Maintainer (CLM) and Mapping
Log Maintainer (MLM). CLM stores all CA-issued PKs for
a particular set of domains, while MLM holds the domain-
to-CLM mapping information. Users must retrieve mapping
information from MLM before connecting to a domain server.
Like ARPKI, the security of DTKI is verified through the
Tamarin prover [146]. However, DTKI does not offer any
mechanism to recover the master key in the case of loss.

TripPKI [117] is a log-based PKIX proposal that intro-
duces checks-and-balances among CA, transparency log, and
DNS to ensure the detection of any single-party compromise.
The checks-and-balances introduced in TriPKI are similar to
checks-and-balances in AKI and ARPKI, except for introduc-
ing a DNS as a new party and threshold signature scheme. It
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consists of initialization, certificate issuance, certificate update,
and revocation in the case of a key leak/compromise. The
certificate issuance phase also includes signing using a thresh-
old signature, synchronization among the signing parties, and
distribution to the requesting domain. TriPKI checks-and-
balances among all parties during the certificate management
process may cause extra latency and delay client connections
to the domain. Furthermore, it is vulnerable to version attacks
if CAs, transparency logs, and DNS collude together. We also
observed that it has no mechanism to ensure the detection of
version as in AKI and ARPKI.

Khan et al. [118] identified MitM attacks on Policert
and mitigated the attacks through checks-and-balances and
enhanced data structure. The protocol comprises certificate
issuance, registration, revocation, and verifiable validation.
The protocol supports CA hierarchy and sub-CA revoca-
tion through improved data structure and revocation poli-
cies. Furthermore, the protocol is verified using a Tamarin
prover [146]. It was noted that ATCM introduces extra latency
and is exposed to versioning attacks.

ARCT [119] addressed the weak identity verification and
certificate miss-issuance process through collaborative identity
verification and certificate examination before being issued and
logged in the transparency log, respectively. In ARCT, each
root CA maintains a separate transparency log that enforces
sub-CAs to comply with community standards. ARCT con-
sists of certificate issuance, registration, revocation, connection
establishment, and cross-logging of log fingerprints owned by
the root CA in the public logs. During certificate issuance,
the collaborative identity verification process ensures that a
set of CAs verifies the domain identity before issuing a cer-
tificate for the domain. At the same time, cross-logging of
fingerprints prevents versioning attacks by transparency logs.
It was identified that it could expose root CAs to DoS attacks
if attackers take down a root CA-owned log.

SCM [120] is a hybrid scheme that leverages logs to man-
age domain server certificates, whereas the management of
CAs and logs is handed over to a group of domain owners to
balance power sharing in the PKIX architecture. Certificates
of CA and transparency logs and fingerprints are managed
on a blockchain platform. The protocol includes certificate
creation, CA authorization, domain certificate publication, log
update, publishing fingerprints of logs and revoked CAs to the
blockchain platform, proof generation, auditing of logs, con-
nection establishment, and domain certificate update. It was
found that SCM does not support multi-domain certificates
as well as induces additional latency to certificate issuance,
which may result in the availability of domains.

Wang and El-Said [121] leveraged cosigning of the TLS
certificate with the domain-owned master key. Clients only
accept CA-issued certificates that are cosigned by a master
key. Unlike conventional log-based proposals, each domain
owns a log for logging its own master key and TLS certifi-
cates. Users need to retrieve certificate logging information
from the domain-owned log before connecting to the domain
server. Therefore, only CAs cannot convince users to accept a
PK unless they know the master key and control the domain-
owned log. Unfortunately, a client needs an extra connection

Fig. 13. A high-level overview of a typical blockchain-based PKIX
architecture.

to the transparency log each time the client connects to a
domain. Moreover, Wang and El-Said [121] do not offer any
mechanism to recover the master key in the case of loss.

F-PKI [88] enables domains to assert policies for their
certificates and users to place a different degree of trust in
different CAs. F-PKI introduced a map server that main-
tains a comprehensive map of the certificates issued by the
CAs supported by the map server. The map server aggregates
certificate-related data and maintains the data in a sparse MHT.
In addition, it provides meaningful certificate-related services
to both domains and users. Users must retrieve certificate-
related information from the map server before connecting
to a domain. Therefore, it induces a connection delay in the
authentication process. Fortunately, the certificate-related data
provided by the map server complement the traditional authen-
tication process as users gain a higher level of assurance
by validating that there is no conflicting certificate for the
communicating domain.

Lesson learned: Log-based proposals reduce the attack sur-
face and window; however, they are still exposed to split-world
attacks [128]. Furthermore, they increase the complexity of the
certificate validation, implementation process, and operational
overhead on CA and expose private domains to public audit
(i.e., privacy concerns).

E. Blockchain-Based Proposals

Recently, blockchain emerged as an alternative to cen-
tralization by reducing trust in centralized authorities such
as CAs. Fig. 13 illustrates a blockchain-based PKIX archi-
tecture, where certificate-related information is recorded on
the blockchain platform. Blockchain-based proposals can be
classified further as CA-centered, client-centered, and domain-
centered.

1) CA-Centered Proposals: Matsumoto and Reischuk
[148] investigated the lack of granting sufficient incentives to
CAs for identity verification while issuing certificates. The
work in [148] presented a new paradigm of certificate-as-an-
insurance to keep CAs accountable for misconduct by using
insurance policies and benefits bargained between the CA
and the domain. Moreover, certificate-as-an-insurance tried to
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automate the detection of CA misconduct and the subsequent
reaction to the misconduct. CertChain [125] is another
framework that conducts TLS certificate audits by introducing
a new data structure to perform blockchain transactions. The
data structure, namely CertOper, carries certificate-related
information and operations such as certificate registration,
validation, update, and revocation. It used the Bloom Filter
(BF) to counter false positives during revocation validation
and Ouroboros as a consensus algorithm, which selects a
leader through a CA or a bookkeeper dependability rank.
Users need to send a certificate verification request to a
bookkeeper before connecting to a domain. Therefore, a
dishonest bookkeeper can convince clients to accept fake
certificates by sending incorrect responses to their certificate
status validation queries [128]. Furthermore, bookkeepers can
track the browsing history of clients [149]. PB-cert [149]
addressed the privacy and storage issues of CertChain by
separating the storage of the revocation history and the
control plan. Additionally, the authors designed an efficient
mechanism to obscure revocation response messages to client
queries for the sake of hiding client privacy. It was observed
that a dishonest bookkeeper could convince clients to accept
fraudulent certificates, as in its predecessor.

Yakubov et al. [122] carried out the issuance, validation,
and revocation of certificates on a blockchain platform. Each
CA is instantiated on the blockchain platform by generating
a smart contract for each CA. The smart contract includes
the CA certificates and hashes of CA-issued certificates along
with the revocation status. They inserted blockchain meta-
data into the certificate extension fields. They allowed CAs to
set one of the extension fields during the issuance of certifi-
cates to include trust-related information, except for a root CA
certificate. Later, the extension field is used in the authentica-
tion process to verify the certificate path/chain. The proposed
PKI scheme does not specify how to ensure rigorous iden-
tity verification of root CA before contract deployment and
does not support the detection of fake certificates due to
storing only the hash values of end-entity certificates on the
blockchain. Yasin Kubilay et al. [139] identified privacy and
security vulnerabilities in the scheme of [122]. Korgan is based
on a permissioned blockchain with an enhanced Practical
Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) consensus method. The
modified PBFT consensus with threshold signature is used to
sign blocks that eliminate the need to trust external entities
during the issuance and validation of certificates. The modi-
fied PBFT with threshold signature uses the concept that all
nodes maintain a part of the signing key. The elected leader
can add a new transaction after receiving signatures from other
consensus nodes. Karaarslan and Adiguzel [150] shed light on
the strength of the blockchain application to DNS and PKIX.

Wang et al. [123], [151] designed a blockchain-based cer-
tificate transparency and revocation framework. The frame-
work inserts a CA-issued certificate and stapled revocation
information in the blockchain transaction with a pre-defined
validity period. Each domain server has two key pairs: the
publishing key pair and the TLS key pair. The publishing key
pair is initially certified by a group of web servers residing
on the blockchain before the owner of the publishing key

pair. After certification, the publishing key pair is used to
insert the TLS certificate and revocation information into the
blockchain. The TLS certificate and its revocation status inser-
tion process are repeated periodically, since the transaction has
a validity period. The TLS key pair (certificate) is then used
during the authentication and signing process, and clients are
presented with the TLS certificate and its authentication path
of MHT. The authentication path verifies the revocation status
of the TLS certificate through locally maintained block headers
(MHT root hashes). Although the proposed work tried to make
the revocation process accountable, it relies on old-fashioned
CRL-based revocation by CAs and cannot prevent CAs from
malfunctioning. Furthermore, it has a window of attacks dur-
ing revocation of key leaks, where MitM can be launched
against clients with revoked TLS certificates (in case of a key
leak) having unexpired certificate transactions.

BKI [152] designed a blockchain-based PKIX framework
in which a domain certificate is endorsed by multiple CAs,
as in AKI and ARPKI. It includes the initialization, certificate
issuance, update, and revocation phases, where the last three
phases are carried out on a blockchain maintained by multiple
trusted maintainers. BKI shields clients against a corrupted CA
and eliminates versioning attacks. However, it does not specify
any mechanism for offline verification of domain certificates.
Moreover, clients need to contact blockchain maintainers to
check the certificate validation status; hence, the maintainer
can track the browsing history of clients.

Certificate Transparency using Blockchain (CTB) [126]
leverages the Hyperledger Fabric blockchain of IBM to prevent
CAs from issuing certificates for domains without getting
the consent of domain owners. CTB incorporates a revoca-
tion mechanism to complement the CT revocation process.
CTB strengthens the security of PKIX against corrupted
CAs. Nevertheless, it does not preserve the main aim of CT
as Hyperledger Fabric is a private blockchain. The private
blockchain does not ensure public scrutiny and monitoring.
It was observed that detecting fraudulent certificates is diffi-
cult once issued because of the design of the CTB and the
private nature of Hyperledger Fabric.

Conifer [127] integrated CONIKS [153] and Catena
log [154] to eliminate log- and blockchain-based PKIX issues.
The architectural design of Conifer is similar to the enhanced
CONIKS architecture proposed by [154]. Conifer enhanced
CONIKS [153] design by leveraging two enhanced data
structures: the transaction chain—linking the consistency of
name-to-key binding to the Bitcoin blockchain and operation
tree forest—enabling cost-effective and safe search operations
against untrusted transparency logs. Conifer has advantages
over CONIKS in eliminating the need for watching by transi-
tioning the responsibility of auditing a name history from the
name owner to everyone who watches the name and decreasing
the communication cost through the efficient data structure.

Dykcik et al. [155] proposed BlockPKI that saves and
manages CA-signed domain certificates on a blockchain. In
BlockPKI, a domain sends a CSR to multiple CAs to endorse
the domain certificate. The group of CAs uses a modified
version of the Schnorr multi-signature algorithm to defend
against CA failures and eliminate the weakest link security
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issue of PKIX. The multi-CA signed certificate is then pub-
lished on the blockchain platform, which clients can validate
later. BlockPKI leaves certificate revocation as an open issue.

CertLedger [128] managed CAs and domain certificates on
a permissionless blockchain to make both the CA and domain
certificate management transparent to the public. It also miti-
gated the split-world attack issue of log-based PKIX proposals.
A group of trusted members, named board members, share a
signing key, and has the authority to insert a CA into the
blockchain if the CA complies with standards and security
requirements defined by them. This proposal can thwart attacks
on the truststore of clients. However, group member manage-
ment requires manual effort. CertLedger has no mechanism to
block CAs from issuing valid but malicious certificates.

Xu and Joshi [156] instantiated CA on a distributed ledger
to allow audit, introduce transparency, and enhance the trust-
worthiness of CA. The scheme comprises CA, ledger, owner,
and client. The distributed ledger maintains a history of CA’s
operations, making CA auditable to the public per the system’s
security requirements. Zhao et al. [132] used smart contracts
to instantiate a new party that works as a CA proxy to watch
and manage the lifecycle of TLS certificates. They designed
the proxy in a manner that can be easily integrated with the
traditional CA ecosystem through blockchain Oracle services.
The proxy helps the CA in the identity verification of domains,
keeps metadata of TLS certificates on the blockchain, and uses
the blockchain Oracle to bridge the CA proxy instantiated on
the blockchain platform with identity verification and signing
of the certificate.

Cecoin [157] instantiated PKIX on a blockchain platform. It
consists of three entities: miner, certificate owner, and certifi-
cate user. The role of CA is replaced by miners, who use
a proof-of-work consensus algorithm to record certificates.
The protocol includes the registration of certificates on the
blockchain platform, revocation, and renewal by the certifi-
cate owner. It also includes identity transfer from one entity
to another through the identity assignment protocol. It was
found that Cecoin does not specify the method of how the
miner carries out proof of identity ownership.

Meta-PKI [140] distributed trust among multiple parties
to make CA decentralize and connect parties through cross-
certification. The cross-certification process uses Hyberledger
Fabric smart contracts. Meta-PKI uses a layering approach
and comprises three layers: the end-entity layer, the CA
layer, and the meta-CA layer. End-entities request certifi-
cates, which CAs grant from the CA layer. The CAs at
the CA layer are created by CAs from the meta-CA layer
connected to the blockchain, which consists of a group of
meta-CAs. Slepak [158] proposed a DNSchain that inte-
grates DNS with Namecoin [159] to authenticate domain
names. Kfoury et al. [90] instantiated Let’s Encrypt CA on a
blockchain platform to eliminate the SPoF problem. They cre-
ated an ACME protocol based on an Ethereum blockchain to
conduct the domain control validation and certificate issuance
process on the blockchain platform.

Hwang et al. [133] proposed a semi-decentralized PKIX
framework comprising four steps: request, clearing, audit-
ing and appeal, and verification. In the request phase, they

use a modified proof-of-violation cloud protocol to enable
domains to supervise CA and ensure nonrepudiation between
domains and CAs. In the clearing step, a CA computes the
hash root of MHT and uploads the root hash along with
the certificate-related information to the Interplanetary File
System (IPFS) [160] once a day. In the auditing and appealing
step, domains check the operations of CAs for correctness and
upload data for missing information related to their certificates.
In the last step, a user receives a certificate and MHT proof
(uploaded by CA daily) from a domain. The user validates
this information to test the validity of the domain certificate.

Sermpinis et al. [141] proposed a blockchain-based decen-
tralized PKIX called DeTract that targets DV-certificates.
DeTract comprises three phases: 1) identity creation, 2) cer-
tificate generation and update, and 3) revocation steps. In the
identity creation phase, domain owners create digital identities
and link them to their real identities using Uport6. DeTract
domain owners create and update the certificates in the sec-
ond phase, where new certificates are generated, and their
hash values are stored in the blockchain while they are stored
off-chain. A prefix is leveraged before the hash value of the
certificate to differentiate between the certificate creation and
the update process. Finally, a certificate is revoked either softly
by draining the address balance to zero or hardly by sending a
revocation transaction from a revocation address with a stated
reason for revocation. When a client browser with an installed
DeTract add-on initiates a connection to a DeTract domain
server, the server provides the transaction ID and the down-
load link of her certificate. The client downloads the hash value
of the certificate and accepts it if it matches the hash value
stored on the blockchain.

BPKI [142] was proposed to thwart domain name preemp-
tion cyber-attack caused by a corrupted CA. In this attack, a
fake but valid certificate is issued to a domain before the owner
of the domain applies for a certificate. BPKI introduces audi-
tors to supervise CA operations during certificate issuance and
registration. BPKI comprises a data layer, an extension layer,
and an application layer. The data layer handles the structure
and format of the transactions. The extension layer improves
the transaction rate of the underlying blockchain through a del-
egated PBFT based on a verifiable pseudorandom function and
double-chain structure. The last one designs the verification
logic for certificate issuance, update, and revocation.

Lesson Learned: It was observed that the blockchain has
the potential to address PKIX problems. However, scalabil-
ity limits the application of blockchain when applied to the
Internet PKIX. None of the existing work addresses this issue.
It would be interesting to design a hybrid solution by inte-
grating a log-based PKIX solution with blockchain, where
CA-signed domain certificates are recorded on the logs, and
then log fingerprints are propagated to the blockchain platform
each time the logs update their database. Another interesting
design would be a careful design of an alternative for PKIX
by instantiating PKIX using blockchain, sharding, and layer 2
techniques. However, it may increase complexity and reduce
transparency and security.

6https://www.uport.me
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2) Client-Centered Proposals: PADVA [129] instantiated
notary servers [16] on a blockchain platform and recorded
every transaction on the ledger. By leveraging blockchain tech-
nology, notary servers are no longer trusted, as every action
is exposed to public scrutiny. The protocol starts with the
system setup phase, where a requester forwards a transac-
tion to a notary server by sending a message consisting of a
domain name, a whitelist of keys, a fee, and a reference time
(optional). After accepting the validation request, the notary
server publishes the list of domain servers on the blockchain
platform. PADVA uses timestamping to ensure reliable mon-
itoring of domain PKs. Like the traditional notary system,
clients require an extra connection to validate the domain key,
causing additional latency.

Tewari et al. [124] designed a cloud-based PKI based on
blockchain technology to authenticate end-users to financial
organizations, websites, and other services. The scheme elim-
inates the need to purchase expensive certificates and follow
complex identity validation processes. It uses a password for
end-user authentication. The end-user identity verification and
certification process is carried out by organizations that act as
intermediate CAs. End-user certificates are then locked in the
blockchain ledgers used by organizations, which can be later
used by other entities who wish to utilize them to validate and
securely communicate with end-users on the Internet.

Lesson Learned: Clients still need to query blockchain-
based servers (i.e., full node) to validate the certificate
encountered, similar to traditional client-centered solutions. In
general, the additional complexity and overhead of blockchain-
based PKI due to which users need to query full nodes is
characterized by two factors. First, the substantial growth of
the blockchain’s size makes it challenging to maintain the
ledger on the client side. Second, the size of the handshake
message increases significantly (e.g., 14kb size of the hand-
shake message in the work [128]) if the certificate is stapled
with related information showing the logging of the encoun-
tered certificate on a blockchain platform. No work in this
class focused on a thin, lightweight, and PKIX-compatible
client for blockchain-based PKIX.

3) Domain-Centered Proposals: Ethereum Name Service
(ENS) [134] is the first solution for mapping human-readable
Ethereum names to machine-readable Ethereum addresses. It
comprises two smart contracts: registrars’ smart contracts and
resolvers’ smart contracts. The first type of smart contract
owns TLDs such as “.eth” or “.test”, and maintains a his-
tory of all domains, including subdomains on the Ethereum
chain, while the latter acts as a DNS resolver. BitAlias [161]
offers a secure mapping of human-readable Bitcoin names
to machine-readable Bitcoin addresses. ENS and BitAlias
have fee and scalability problems caused by the underlying
blockchains.

In [162], the authors built a framework, namely OneName,
to allow users to register and create profiles based on their
blockchain ID. In a similar manner, Onename is extended to
Openname by basing its solution on a blockchain and per-
forming authentication on a blockchain. Authledger [135] is
a blockchain-based domain name authentication scheme using
Ethereum smart contracts. It allows a client to trust that a CA

can issue a certificate for the domain using blockchain technol-
ogy. The Authledger approach explained how to authenticate
certificates efficiently and reliably. Authledger lacks a specific
implementation to show the implementation of the scheme in
the real world.

Xiong et al. [130] proposed SSHTDNS to mitigate the
security issues of the DNS scheme. They used the consor-
tium blockchain to manage TLD and leveraged linkable ring
signatures to hide identity and ensure fair voting of consor-
tium nodes. SSHTDNS maintains data in multichain form,
where the main chain maintains light information, while the
subchains maintain complete information under each specific
TLD. Moreover, they also integrate the sharding technique
with the multichain structure to ensure high throughput.
Unfortunately, SSHTDNS has redundant storage issues and
uses an inefficient ring signature.

BB-PKI [131] addressed problems caused by RAs of CAs
when attackers take them down. In BB-PKI, each domain
ownership verification is carried out by several RAs. After
verification, one of the RAs propagates the certificate sign-
ing request signed by them to the blockchain. After receiving
the request, multiple CAs sign the certificate out-of-band.
Certificates can be revoked by an issuing CA or by the domain.
BB-PKI safeguards clients in the face of a stronger adversary
capable of controlling n-1 entities involved in the verification
and certification process. We observed that BB-PKI makes ver-
ification and certification longer and more tedious, which may
not be acceptable by some CAs, such as Let’s Encrypt CA.

Li et al. [163] proposed an RSA-based ring signature to
conceal the identities of the signatories. Then, they integrated
their signature protocol with a privacy-preserving blockchain-
based PKI [164] to address the storage and leakage issues
of client keys. Their proposed PKI comprises the registration
and update phases. In the registration stage, peers generate
registration and master key pairs, where PK and real identity
information are recorded on the blockchain. After registration,
peers get pseudonyms and key pairs in the update phase to hide
their real identities during communication.

LightLedger [137] is a blockchain-based domain certificate
authentication and validation mechanism for identity identi-
fication that is efficient, verifiable, and trustworthy without
using a trusted third party. CAs are also held accountable for
issuing and updating certificates under the proposed system,
and their actions are visible and governed by smart con-
tracts. Moreover, the scheme keeps track of several trusted
CAs, each of which is linked to a certain blockchain
domain. To put it another way, each CA must first deter-
mine whether it can be trusted to carry out the actual issuing
process. For constrained devices, the proposed approach also
includes a robust and scalable domain authentication scheme
based on blockchain technology with privacy-preserving fea-
tures (e.g., mobile, browser, and IoT devices). One of the
limitations of this scheme is the exponential growth of
blockchain data size due to the consideration of public
blockchain.

DNSBA [138] enabled the mapping of blockchain addresses
to associated domain names in a similar manner to the map-
ping of IP to the domain name. It offers RR in two forms: text
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TABLE VI
THE SUMMARY OF PKIX PROPOSALS

RR and blockchain RR. The authors used BIND97 to imple-
ment the blockchain RR and assessed their proposed solution

7https:www.isc.org/bind

for the registration of diploma of students. Table VI provides
a comprehensive summary of the PKIX schemes.

Lesson Learned: The integration of blockchain and DNS
is a fascinating topic of ongoing research due to its potential
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to solve many problems of conventional DNS. Unfortunately,
the instantiation of DNS on blockchain may be limited by
the well-known scalability of blockchain issues. Conventional
DNS resolves billions of queries from Internet users, and
blockchain-based DNS may not be able to handle such a
large number of queries. Integrating blockchain and DNS may
also bring some security issues, such as losing control over a
domain in the case of a private key compromise.

F. Revocation Proposals

Many TLS/SSL certificate revocation schemes have been
put forward to resolve the revocation problem of TLS cer-
tificates. They can be broadly classified into pull-based revo-
cation, push-based revocation, network-assisted revocation,
log-based revocation, and blockchain-based revocation.

1) Pull-Based Revocation Proposals: CRLs were intro-
duced along with X.509 certificates in 1988 by ITU-T. Later,
the specifications were made available as an RFC [165], and
version 2 is based on the second edition of the X.509 recom-
mendations published in 1993 by ITU-T and ISO [166]. This is
one of the most widely adopted and straightforward methods
for revocation of keys. CRLs are timestamped lists contain-
ing the serial number of revoked certificates, which are signed
and released periodically by CAs. They are provided freely
and support the offline validation of the revocation status.
Clients check the serial number of certificates on CRLs while
verifying TLS certificates. The primary benefit of this revoca-
tion mechanism is that the CRL distribution does not require
trusted communications and server systems [167]. Delta-CRLs
were used to reduce the size of CRLs and ensure the freshness
of the revocation information [165]. Cooper [168] mitigated
the explosion of CRL requests and CRL size by introducing
overissued CRL and segmented CRL concepts, where CRLs
are replicated on different servers. Cooper [169] introduced
sliding-window-based delta-CRLs that combine delta-CRL
with an over-issuing technique to mitigate the request explo-
sion problem of delta-CRLs. The blacklist CRLs [170] used
the idea that the issuers would watch the size of the CLRs or
a clock. Issuers invalidate all certificates regardless of valid-
ity status and reissue them when the CRL size or the clock
approaches the threshold. The blacklist contains re-issuance
time, which shows that all certificates issued before that time
are revoked.

Micali proposed the Certificate Revocation System
(CRS) [171] to improve CRL communication overhead
and enhanced it in 1996 [171]. CRS uses online/offline
signatures and generates a signed message for each TLS
certificate, showing whether it was already revoked or not.
CRS associates two 100-bit numbers, Yt and N, with the
TLS certificate to show “non-revoked” and “revoked” status,
respectively. CA associates and computes these two values
using a one-way hash function (H) as CA determines the
lifetime interval t for the certificate and generates two
(pseudo) random numbers, Y0 and N0 representing the
non-revoked and revoked status, respectively. CA uses H
to get Yt = H t (Y0) and N = H (N0). CA performs two
operations to update revocation information, such as for a
non-revoked certificate, it sets entry to Yt−i = Ht−i (Y0),

where i (0 ≤ i < t) is a counter variable, and sets it to N0 for
revoked one. Micali [172] further revised and improved the
CRS by incorporating one minor and one major modification.
The minor one used SHA [173] as a hash function, and the
major one replaced the centralized directory with distributed
management.

Aiello et al. [174] enhanced the CRS scheme by decreasing
update costs on the revocation maintainer while maintaining
its reduced query costs. In contrast to CRS, where 1 token
per certificate was inserted, their hierarchical and generalized
scheme inserts logN , (2c−1−1)logcN tokens instead, respec-
tively, where N represents the number of valid certificates
and R represents the revoked ones. On the other hand, their
scheme reduces the update cost on the revocation directory
maintainer from N −R to Rlog(N /R) and Rlogc(N /R)+R,
respectively.

Kocher [175] presented the Certificate Revocation Tree
(CRT) using MHT [176] to revoke TLS certificates. The idea
behind using MHT is as follows: given any serial number of
a TLS certificate, the prover can offer a short proof of the sta-
tus of the TLS certificate that the verifier can verify. CRT is
maintained as MHT, where the leaves correspond to statements
about the serial number of the TLS certificate XSNo issued by
a trusted CA, say CAX . CAX breaks its certificate list into
serial ranges, indicating the revocation status of certificates.
For example, the range (7, 15) specifies that certificate 7 is
revoked, but any certificate with a serial number greater than
7 and less than 15 is not revoked yet. ValiCert Inc. deployed
and implemented CRT commercially.

Nissim et al. [177], [178] extended CRT by replacing 2
child nodes of each internal node in CRT with 2 or 3 child
nodes and is named 2-3CRT. 2-3CRT leaf node indicates the
serial number of the revoked certificate in sorted form, and
the path from the leaves to the root has the same length.
Additionally, it solves the reconstruction problem of the CRT
during each update.

The Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP ) [179] intro-
duced a trusted third party named the OCSP responder. It
provides online certificate revocation information and ensures
real-time status validation. When a client queries a certificate
status, the OCSP responder sends a signed response message
showing its validity condition. ValiCert, Verisign, and Entrust
have commercially implemented it. The OCSP responder has
scalability issues in the case of a heavy system load, as the
responder must sign each response. Furthermore, the respon-
dent can violate the privacy of clients [180]. Fig. 14 displays
CRLs and OCSP revocation schemes.

Window Certificate Revocation (WCR) [181] used the ref-
erence locality principle (i.e., the verifier might query the
same certificate) to rescind the certificate. In WCR, each cer-
tificate mentions its release period ((1/T )) and an eviction
window size s that asserts the time when the certificate would
be inserted in the scheduled release of CRL after revocation.
Additionally, the verifier defines a vulnerability window when
sending online status queries. The revocation and vulnerability
window helps to reduce the size of the CRL.

Buldas et al. [182] proposed an Authenticated Search Tree
(AST), similar to MHT, to introduce accountability to cer-
tificate management. They reduced the communication and
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Fig. 14. An overview of pull-based revocation schemes.

validation costs of certificates using an efficient tree. It
includes a hashing algorithm to generate a short digest for
a given set of certificates, a prover algorithm to generate short
proofs for certificates (non)existence, and a verifier algorithm
that validates the proofs. It exposes CA operations to public
scrutiny and reduces the trust placed in them. However, there
is no working scheme based on it because of the complex
theory and open questions raised in the paper.

Easy Fast Efficient Technique (EFECT) [183] was presented
to replace the individual signing of the certificate by a CA. It
uses the Certificate Verification Tree (CVT) to maintain all cer-
tificates in a binary tree. A leaf node is a certificate statement,
and CA timestamps the certificate along with the authentica-
tion path. When a client discovers a certificate, the client is
provided the certificate in question along a signed authentica-
tion path. One of the drawbacks of this scheme is that newly
acquired certificates undergo an unavailability period of update
(once a day) [184].

Faldella and Prandini [185] proposed one-way accumulator-
based revocation management to replace the signing of each
response by the OCSP responder. In this case, the member-
ship proof is constructed as in the CRT for valid certificates,
and the digest is made public for verification. They showed
that their scheme maintains the same performance as OCSP

by comparing it with OCSP in terms of security, revoca-
tion update timeliness, and scalability while mitigating the
computation load on the responder.

Wright et al. [186] used a directed root-based acyclic graph
to disseminate revocation information. Wright et al. [186] used
the property of a k redundant graph, where each node and its
dependent nodes have k parents, except the root node of the
graph. The k redundancy ensures fault tolerance in the worst
situation, where a path exists from the root to other nodes even
in the face of removal of k-1 non-root nodes from the graph.
The scheme works in a peer-to-peer manner, where each new
joining user must rely on the root or k already existing normal
nodes. After the network is formed, the participants push the
revocation data and update each other instead of relying on a
trusted centralized server.

Boneh et al. [187] designed the SEcurity Mediator (SEM)
framework to ensure rapid revocation. The scheme is based
on a threshold type of RSA algorithm named mediated RSA.
A CA generates key pairs and divides the private parts of
key pairs into two parts: one granted to users and the other
maintained by the SEM maintainer. SEM cancels users’ cer-
tificates by voiding the private key part; thus, users cannot
sign, encrypt/decrypt messages, since they need to cooperate
with SEM for the second part of the private key each time
while signing and encrypting/decrypting messages. The SEM
architecture ensures prompt revocation; however, it has trust
and privacy issues, as SEM can learn the communications of
users [184].

Munoz et al. [188] implemented the Nissim et al.
[177], [178] schemes in the Java programming language. They
also mitigated the issues left by Naor and Nissim [177], [178]
in their original work, such as revoking a certificate, delet-
ing an expired certificate, and responding to a client request.
Elwailly et al. [189] presented a QuasiModo tree similar to
MHT with two major differences to ensure constant verifica-
tion and proof size of O(1). To say the first difference, the
leaves are hash chains of length 2. Regarding the second dif-
ference, their design supports proof generation with alternate
internal nodes of the QuasiModo tree.

Lesson Learned: Generally, clients in pull-based schemes
need to cache revocation information and responses to improve
revocation check time. It was found that pull-based schemes
generally lead to soft failure if clients cannot retrieve the revo-
cation information in case the request is not cached or expired,
which exposes them to MitM attacks.

2) Push-Based Revocation Proposals: CRLSets [190] are
used by Google to push periodic updates to Chrome in the
form of a small list of revoked certificates. CRLSets are built
into Chrome and filter Extended Validation (EV) certificates.
The maximum size of CRLSets is set to 250 KB and has
the capacity to hold 40,000 revoked certificates. CRLSets pro-
tect clients against EV certificates; hence, they do not defend
clients against DV-certificates. Similarly, Mozilla generates
a list of revocations of intermediate CA certificates called
OneCRL, which has a greater negative impact if abused [191].

Larisch et al. [192] based the CRLite revocation scheme on
the BF cascade to reduce the size of the CRL. CRLite enables
clients to download revocation information in a compressed
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Fig. 15. An overview of a push-based revocation scheme.

and deterministic form. The cascade filters false-positive
queries in another BF that checks for the opposite queries.
The filtering process is repeated until the BF is free from
false positive anomalies. The construction of the filter cascade
requires checking the complete set of valid and evicted TLS
certificates using the data structure while consuming enormous
computational and communicational resources.

Let’s Revoke [145] is another push-based method that min-
imizes the revocation overhead, especially the communication
cost. It uses bit-vector-based CRVs to achieve communication
efficiency. CRVs use binary bits to show a certificate revoca-
tion status (0-no, 1-yes), and each CA is assigned one CRV.
Furthermore, the authors also proposed a new identifier for
each certificate, which consists of three parts. The three parts
show the issuing CA, the expiry date, and the revocation num-
ber. The last part, known as the revocation number, is assigned
by the issuing CA. Revocation of a certificate requires the
issuing CA to set 1 at the location of the revocation num-
ber. Fig. 15 illustrates Let’s Revoke as a demonstration of a
push-based revocation scheme.

Lesson Learned: It was learned that push-based revocation
schemes are generally bandwidth-extensive. It is worth not-
ing that, despite being bandwidth-intensive, CRLite has made
improvements over CRL and OCSP and is currently being
adopted by Mozilla.

3) Network-Assisted Revocation Proposals: Short-lived
certificates [193], [194] were introduced to eliminate certifi-
cate revocation checks. Short-lived certificates have a short
life ranging from a few hours to a few days [194], [195].
This technique requires domains to change their TLS certifi-
cates [195] frequently. Eliminating the need for revocation
validation does induce an additional burden on CAs, CT logs,
and monitoring parties.

OCSP stapling [196] was proposed to enforce servers to
download and staple certificate status information to their
certificates. Stapling eliminates the need to download and
test the status of certificates online on the client side. This
approach mitigates the delay and privacy concerns of con-
ventional OCSP responders. However, attackers can conduct
MitM attacks against clients by bypassing OCSP stapling,
since attackers can conduct downgrade attacks by offering

TLS certificate missing OCSP stapling while handshaking with
clients. OCSP Must-Staple [197] addressed downgrade attacks
by enabling browsers to block connections for certificates
missing OCSP stapling through the X.509 certificate exten-
sion check. Must-Staple eliminated the security loophole of
OCSP stapling through the certificate extension. However, it
may result in server unavailability if the administrator fails to
update the stapling information correctly.

Hu et al. [198] proposed the Certificate Revocation Gaurd
(CRG), which uses the idea of a middlebox. The middlebox
intercepts TLS traffic and tests certificate revocation status
using OCSP requests for end-entities, such as an organizational
gateway. If the encountered certificate is revoked, an invalid
certificate is returned, and the connection is blocked. However,
this approach exposes mobile nodes, such as phones and
laptops, to MitM after leaving the network secured by CRG.

Revocation In The Middle (RITM) [199] depends on the
middlebox as in CRG. However, it uses CDN to distribute
revocation information to middleboxes. The middleboxes inter-
cept TLS connections, test the validity status of certificates,
and inject the validity information into TLS connections as a
TLS extension. It eliminates the delay caused by the revocation
status check, as the boxes installed along the connection route
staple the information. Unfortunately, it requires the instal-
lation of middleboxes throughout the infrastructure, an extra
CDN layer to update, and changes on the client and server side
to operate. Fig. 16 illustrates the OCSP stapling and RITM
schemes.

RevCast [200] used an FM radio to disseminate revocation
information to multiple users. Each CA broadcasts certificate
revocation data to clients on FM radio after the eviction of a
certificate. Therefore, client devices need integrated hardware
receivers to get the information. If a client loses a transmission,
the client must download CRLs over the Internet.

SecureGuard [201] was proposed to complement certificate
validation during TLS handshakes. It uses middleboxes, called
collector servers, to push revocation information to ISPs. The
proxy servers of the ISPs maintain a cache of domain certifi-
cates, and clients access the Internet through the proxy servers.
CAs update collector servers in real-time when they revoke
any TLS certificate. The collector servers, in turn, relay the
information to the ISPs’ proxy servers. Proxy servers intercept
connections along with TLS traffic and alert clients about the
validity of domain certificates.

Lesson Learned: It was noticed that revocation checking is
an overcomplicated process in PKIX. Short-lived certificates
can greatly simplify this overcomplicated process if the server
side is modified to renew and install short-lived certificates
without manual effort.

4) Log-Based Revocation Proposals: Revocation trans-
parency (RT) [202] extended Google CT to deal with cer-
tificate revocation. Two mechanisms are presented to store
revocation data transparently. The first one relies on the sparse
MHT, which is the MHT with most nodes initialized with 0.
Each proof consists of 25 hash values ending in 1 or 0 leaf
nodes based on the eviction status of the certificate. Revoking
a certificate requires altering the sparse MHT to end in 1 and
then inserting the record into the Google CT log. The second
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Fig. 16. An overview of network-assisted revocation schemes.

one is based on creating a sorted list of certificates in the
form of a search tree. However, the revocation check in both
mechanisms remains linear rather than logarithmic in the num-
ber of TLS certificates. Fig. 17 shows a log-based revocation
process.

CIRT [147] introduced lexical ordered MHT, which can pro-
vide efficient proof of non-membership of a certificate. Thus,
the CIRT log can efficiently provide the proof of membership,
non-membership, and extension that states the current version
is an extension of the previous, in contrast to the CT log,
which can only provide proof of membership and extension.

PKISN [203] addressed the CA certificate revocation
problem by designing an efficient method to avoid collateral
invalidation of TLS certificates caused by a CA revoca-
tion. They based their solution on a public transparency
log. They extended the traditional log and revocation request
through timestamping, which makes it possible to revoke a CA
certificate without invalidating legitimate domain certificates
issued before that particular CA compromise time. They also
proposed a design to better express the hierarchical structure of
the certificate chain in the context of public transparency logs.

Fig. 17. An overview of log-based revocation schemes.

Singh et al. [204] extended the CT log by making the
proof shorter than the CT log. They maintained their log using
two types of tree structure: MHT and accumulation tree. The
MHTs are maintained and offered proofs as in CIRT, while
the accumulation tree is used to provide constant short proofs
of currency and non-membership. The accumulated value is
inserted as the last node in the MHT.

Lesson Learned: It was learned that log-based revocation
schemes generally enable clients to watch and monitor the
revocation information by exposing them to public scrutiny.
However, the designed log has a higher monitoring cost, as
monitors need to download all entries from the log.

5) Blockchain-Based Revocation Proposals:
BlockVoke [205] designed a decentralized certification
revocation, allowing certificate owners and CAs to revoke
certificates and distribute revocation information rapidly.
The proposed scheme also allows for the revocation of
CA root certificates, which is impossible with traditional
approaches. Using a blockchain as an underlying layer
ensures the continued availability and immutability of
revocation information. BlockVoke interacts favorably with
approaches, such as CRLite and CRVs, allowing organizations
to update revocation filters with a little delay according to
the requirements of their security policies. BlockVoke has
several limitations. First, it lacks details on dealing with
privacy issues while implementing the proposed system on
Bitcoin and Ethereum. Second, it lacks a proof-of-concept
implementation to demonstrate its practicality. Third, the
authors did not provide details on the reward/incentive cost
to make it faster and more efficient.

Process [206] designed a protocol for revocation status val-
idation on a blockchain platform. Process integrates Counting
Garbled BF (CGBF) with the blockchain to ensure timely
updates and privacy of clients by querying the revocation status
from the blockchain nodes. Additionally, the authors designed
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TABLE VII
THE SUMMARY OF REVOCATION PROPOSALS

a Block-Oriented Revocation List (BORL) to mitigate the divi-
sion and forking of CGBF updates. The BORL is maintained
in the form of a double-linked list.

Elloh Adja et al. [207] used the extension field of the
X.509 certificate to insert a revocation-related field that
denotes the distribution center on which the certificate will
be recorded in the case of revocation. Each distribution cen-
ter maintains revoked certificates in BF form. The BF and the
revoked data are saved in a permissionless blockchain plat-
form. Furthermore, the authors designed Revocation Status
Information (RSI) to complement the validation process
when the BF returns a positive response. However, the RSI
mechanism induces a very high latency, even higher than CRL
and OCSP [208].

CRchain [208] is another blockchain-based certificate revo-
cation protocol that aims to reduce storage cost and validation
latency. The authors designed a dual cuckoo filter called valid-
CertCF and revokedCertCF to save the fingerprints of valid and
revoked certificates and support the dynamic deletion of ele-
ments. CRchain also includes a server and CA co-controlled
revocation mechanism that enables the server to revoke its
compromised certificate without the involvement of CA.
However, the CRchain does not preserve the immutability of
the ledger, as the revocation data can be deleted dynamically.
Table VII provides a summary of the revocation schemes.

Lesson Learned: It was learned that blockchain-based revo-
cation schemes violate the privacy of clients during revocation
checks, in general.
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VI. COMPARISON

This section presents a set of evaluation metrics before
moving on to the comparison that would help to thoroughly
examine the reviewed schemes. After conducting the system-
atic and in-depth comparison, the lessons learned and future
research directions are presented.

A. Evaluation Metrics

Detects malicious certificate issuance: A PKIX scheme
should incorporate the ability to detect valid but malicious
PK issued to end-entities. We assign partial points to schemes
that locally support detection but do not offer public detection
and monitoring facilities for malicious issuance.

Prevents malicious certificate issuance: Schemes offering
this feature prevent a single party from issuing a valid but
fake certificate and guarantee a higher level of security.

Connection privacy: Schemes that offer this feature hide
browsing and validate the certificate history of clients from
third-party access.

Conceal identity: This privacy level is offered by schemes
that validate and demonstrate ownership of the identity without
learning it.

Extra connection: Schemes that provide this feature require
support from servers during the validation of the certificate.

Client side changes: This feature shows modifications
needed to client browsers/applications to take advantage of
the security offered by a scheme.

Server side changes: This metric shows the modification
needed on the server side to take advantage of services offered
by a scheme.

CA side changes: This metric shows the modifications
needed on the CA side to take advantage of the services offered
by a scheme. Experience has revealed that a scheme is less
likely to gain major adoption by the Internet community if it
requires considerable changes to the business model of CA,
but has limited financial incentives. The same applies to server
side changes for a scheme with higher maintenance costs.

Limited trust: Schemes that offer this feature rely on semi-
trusted centralized servers instead of relying on fully trusted
centralized servers for certificate management.

Decentralized trust: Schemes that offer this feature do not
have centralized trusted servers. Trust is distributed among
various parties.

No TOFU: Schemes that offer this feature do not trust an
unknown PK the first time it is encountered.

CA revocation: Schemes offering this feature have unique
mechanisms and parties to invalidate the certificates of
intermediate and root CA.

No extra burden on CA: Schemes offering this feature do
not require CA participation beyond the regular certificate
management process. For example, ARPKI does not support
this feature, as CAs are involved in certificate registration
and monitoring beyond the standard certificate management
process.

Scalability: This metric measures the ability of a scheme
to support current and future identity management load in the
case of Internet expansion.

No infrastructural changes: Schemes that offer this feature
do not change the business model of the CA, the server, and
the client. Such schemes offer services without altering the
underlying infrastructure (e.g., certificate issuance and changes
to the TLS handshake mechanism).

B. Comparison Through Evaluation Metrics

This section provides a detailed evaluation of PKIX and
revocation proposals and their modern implementations using
the aforementioned evaluation metrics.

1) CA-Centered Proposals: As can be observed from
Table VIII, this class performs identity verification
before issuance, but lacks a post-miss-issuance detec-
tion mechanism. Therefore, it partially supports this feature
(e.g., Kasten et al. [79] alert users if a restricted CA issues a
malicious DV-certificate for a domain) except Let’ Encrypt
and Wang et al. [89] schemes. The schemes in [86] and [93]
can detect and prevent because they do not rely on a single
authority for verification and certification. This class does not
require clients and servers to change their business models,
except the scheme in [86]. The work in [86] also substantially
alters the business model of clients, servers, and CAs, as
clients and servers need to maintain an aggregated group
PK, and the CA role is split between multiple parties. The
remaining schemes require slight modifications to the CA
business model. All proposals do not support the “limited
trust” and “decentralized trust” features, as CAs are fully
trusted and responsible for verification and certification,
except the scheme in [86], while the scheme in [93] supports
the “limited trust” feature. CA-centered proposals fulfill “no
TOFU” and leave “CA revocation” features unfulfilled. They
are scalable and slightly alter the underlying infrastructure,
except for the scheme in [86].

2) Client-Centered PKIX Proposals: Perspective,
DoubleCheck, and Convergence in this class are based
on multipath probing, where clients accept PKs witnessed
by certified observers. The remaining three use client side
PK pinning to protect clients from malicious certificates.
Thus, multipath probing-based proposals can detect malicious
PKs at the cost of an extra connection, while the pioneer
Perspective also learns browsing history. This class does not
require changes on the server and CA side. However, clients
must install and maintain the add-ons, thus partially fulfilling
the “client side changes” metric. This class is entirely based
on trusted servers for certificate management. The first three
proposals visit certificate observers upon encountering a new
certificate, while the latter three leave “no TOFU” metric
unfulfilled. It lacks the CA revocation method while fulfilling
the features in the context of “no extra connection, scalable”
and “no Internet-side changes”.

3) Domain-centered PKIX proposals: In this class, the
server-based pinning schemes, i.e., PKP [103], [104] and
TACK [107], rely on blind TOFU, the DNS-based pin-
ning proposal; that is, DANE relies on DNSSEC, while
Elaphurus [109] integrates multipath probing with server-
based pinning. Therefore, server-based pinning schemes par-
tially fulfill the “detects malicious certificate issuance” feature,
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TABLE VIII
A COMPARISON OF LEADING CONVENTIONAL PKIX, REVOCATION PROPOSALS, AND THEIR MODERN IMPLEMENTATION ON BLOCKCHAIN

AND DISTRIBUTED LEDGERS BASED ON METRICS DEFINED IN SECTION VI. NOTE: �=SUPPORTS THE FEATURE;��= PARTIALLY SUPPORTS THE FEATURE; �= DOES NOT SUPPORT THE FEATURE

while leaving the “prevents malicious certificate issuance”
feature unfulfilled.

They fully conceal browsing history and do not need an
additional connection due to local PK validation support. But

they need extra confirmation on the server side without any
special need for modifications on the client and CA side. The
server-based pinning proposals partially satisfy the “server
side changes” feature while avoiding changes on the client
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TABLE VIII
(Continued.) A COMPARISON OF LEADING CONVENTIONAL PKIX, REVOCATION PROPOSALS, AND THEIR MODERN IMPLEMENTATION ON BLOCKCHAIN

AND DISTRIBUTED LEDGERS BASED ON METRICS DEFINED IN SECTION VI. NOTE: �=SUPPORTS THE FEATURE;��= PARTIALLY SUPPORTS THE FEATURE; �= DOES NOT SUPPORT THE FEATURE

and CA side. Regarding trust, server-based pinning propos-
als rely on TOFU without offering limited and decentralized
trust benefits. They also do not support the revocation of CA.
Fortunately, they do not induce additional workload on the CA
side, maintaining a high scalability level and no changes to the
underlying Internet. On the other hand, DNS-based pinning
and multipath probing proposals protect clients on their first
visit to a domain by extending the trust model and offering the
“no TOFU” benefit. Pinning with multipath probing offers the
“detects malicious certificate issuance” benefit; nonetheless,
it introduces an additional connection and causes browsing
history leakage.

4) Log-Based PKIX Proposals: This class fully supports
the “detects malicious certificate issuance” and “prevents mali-
cious certificate issuance” features, except for CT and F-PKI,
which leave the “prevents malicious certificate issuance” fea-
ture unfulfilled. The proposals that prevent malicious issuance
rely on multi-signed certificates (e.g., ARPKI, AKI) or cross-
signed certificates (e.g., SKI, DTKI).

In a similar manner, this class fully hides browsing his-
tory. It does not require an extra connection, except for SKI

and DTKI, where users must connect to mirror servers and
mapping log maintainers before every connection. Therefore,
mirror servers and log maintainers know the browsing history
of users. Log-based proposals require moderate changes on
the client, server, and CA sides, as clients, servers, and CAs
need to slightly change their business to take full advantage
of their security benefits. For example, clients must actively
or passively validate some additional credentials stapled with
CA-signed certificates. Log-based proposals improve the con-
ventional CA trust model by limiting the absolute trust placed
in CAs and distributing it among several parties. Therefore,
they fulfill the “limited trust” metric while partially fulfill-
ing the “decentralized trust” feature. They also offer the “no
TOFU” benefit. In addition to issuing certificates, CAs also
need to participate in the monitoring process for malicious
activity; therefore, log-based proposals leave the “no extra
burden on CA” metric unfulfilled except for CT. Log-based
proposals are designed to scale to current and future Internet
traffic with minor changes to the underlying Internet. Thus,
they fulfill the “scalable” feature while partially fulfilling the
“no Internet-side changes” feature.
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5) Blockchain-Based PKIX Proposals: This class fully sup-
ports the “detects malicious certificate issuance” feature
while leaving the “prevents malicious certificate issuance”
feature unfulfilled except for BlockPKI [155] and the
scheme in [123], which fulfill the last feature. The pro-
posals that prevent malicious issuance rely on multi-CA
signed certificates (e.g., BlockPKI) or cross-signed certificates
(e.g., Wang et al. [123]). This class does not hide browsing
history, and clients require an extra connection, as light nodes
need to contact full nodes while validating a certificate. Thus,
the full nodes can learn the browsing history of the light nodes.
Blockchain-based proposals require changes on the client,
server and CA side as they need to completely change their
business models to take full advantage of the security benefits
offered by the blockchain platform. Blockchain-based propos-
als improve the conventional CA trust model by limiting the
absolute trust placed in CAs and distributing it among several
parties. Thus, they offer “limited trust” and “no TOFU” ben-
efits. However, they partially fulfill the “decentralized trust”
property since CAs remain the certificate issuers in this class
of primitives. Similarly, blockchain-based PKIX proposals do
not impose an extra burden on CA, as CA is not required to
actively participate in the monitoring process. Unfortunately,
blockchain-based PKIX proposals leave the “scalable” feature
unfulfilled due to the well-known scalability issues of current
blockchain technologies, such as low transaction through-
put and rapid growth of ledger size. Similarly, deploying a
blockchain-based PKIX proposal needs substantial changes
to online communication. Therefore, the “no Internet-side
changes” feature remains unfulfilled.

6) Pull-Based Revocation Proposals: This class leaves the
“detects malicious certificate issuance” and “prevents mali-
cious certificate issuance” features unfulfilled, except for the
scheme in [187], as this class does not offer any mechanism
to detect and prevent malicious PKs. This class preserves the
privacy of clients and generally does not require additional
connection, except for OCSP and the scheme in [187]. In
OCSP, clients need to query online OCSP servers to validate
revocation status, while in the scheme in [187], CA counter-
signs each server message. Thus, CA can learn the browsing
history of clients and servers as well as need an extra connec-
tion for each signed message. This class of primitives generally
does not need any changes on the client, server, and CA side,
as they do not need to alter their business model to use security
services, with few exceptions, such as the scheme in [187] and
WCR [181]. In work [187], the CA and the server must sign
each message cooperatively. The negative side of this class of
primitives is that this class does not enhance the trust model by
leaving the “limited trust” and “decentralized trust” features
unmet. On the positive side, this class satisfies the “no TOFU”
property. Similarly, this class fulfills the “no extra burden on
CA”, “scalable”, and “no Internet-side changes” features, as
CAs periodically issue revocation information that scales well
without changing the underlying Internet architecture. As can
be observed from Table VIII, the scheme in [187] deviates in
terms of these characteristics due to the active participation
of CA in the signing/decrypting of messages, which greatly
affects the scalability of this scheme.

7) Push-Based Revocation Proposals: This class is dis-
cussed in a less verbose way. This class offers the same
benefits as pull-based proposals but with an extra edge regard-
ing the dissemination method. The push-based dissemination
method can promptly ensure fresh revocation data, in gen-
eral, compared to the pull-based method. Moreover, OneCRL
allows the revocation of intermediate CAs to prevent com-
promised intermediate CAs from abusing system security and
secure communication.

8) Network-Assisted Revocation Proposals: As it can be
observed from Table VIII, this class of proposals offers the
same benefits as push-based schemes for the first-sex evalu-
ation metrics. This class shows slightly different traits with
respect to changes on the client, server, and CA side. For
example, short-lived certificates need changes on the server
and CA side, while RevCast needs changes on three sides.
On the other hand, OCSP stapling and OCSP Must-Staple
need changes only on the server side. This class is simi-
lar to pushed-based proposals regarding the “limited trust”,
“decentralized trust”, “no TOFU”, and “CA revocation” met-
rics. The network-assisted proposals show mixed behaviors
while examining the “no burden on CA, scalable”, and “no
Internet-side changes” properties. For example, short-lived cer-
tificates exert extra pressure on CAs by forcing them to issue
several orders of magnitude greater numbers of certificates
than traditional issuance. Similarly, RevCast, Hu et al. [198],
RITM, and SecureGuard mandate the installation of additional
infrastructure components to provide revocation information.

9) Log-Based Revocation Proposals: Log-based revocation
proposals are presented to complement the revocation left open
by Google CT. Thus, this class offers almost the same features
as Google CT. Fortunately, some proposals fixed some addi-
tional issues of certificate revocation. For instance, the scheme
in [204] reduced the proof size of Google CT, while PKISN
also introduced the revocation of intermediate CAs without
causing collateral damage through timestamping.

10) Blockchain-Based Revocation Proposals: It can be
observed from Table VIII that this class of proposals offers the
same benefits as log-based schemes for the first five param-
eters. They change the entire business model of the client,
server, and CA. This class improves the trust deficit of the
CA trust model by limiting and distributing trust among dif-
ferent parties, as well as by not relying on the TOFU model.
This class also lacks CA revocation features and does not
exert an extra burden on CAs. Unfortunately, the underly-
ing Internet architecture needs substantial changes and has
scalability issues, such as blockchain-based PKIX proposals.

C. Defense Comparison

In this section, the defense offered by the PKIX pro-
posals, the revocation proposals, and their modern imple-
mentations are investigated against cyber-attacks discussed in
Section IV-C in a less verbose manner.

1) CA-Centered Proposals: Schemes in [79], [81], [83],
[84] restrict the certificate issuance scope of CAs for domains
in this class. Thus, they can only prevent the first six types of
attack if a restricted CA is taken down. Syta et al. [86] can
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thwart all attacks except the last two, as a group of witnesses
validates a document and signs it after successful validation.
Additionally, the group signing key is aggregated, distributed,
and maintained on the client side; therefore, the truststore is
protected, and a malicious witness (CA) does not affect the
validation process. On the other hand, Let’s Encrypt leaves the
“CA compromise” and “compelled certificate” attacks unfilled
while preventing the “BGP route hijacking, deprovisioned
cloud instances, expired domain”, and “DNS record spoof-
ing” attacks by incorporating different defense mechanisms
proposed in the works [11], [12], [85]. It can be observed from
Table IX that CA-centered proposals leave “truststore attack”,
“malicious CA insertion”, “revocation information blocking”,
and “Efail” attacks unfulfilled with only the exception of
the scope-based scheme, which can prevent it through scope
restriction.

2) Client-Centered PKIX Proposals: This class of pro-
posals is defenseless against strong attackers, except for
the Certificate Patrol proposal. The Certificate Patrol pro-
posal has the same level of defense as the scope-based
proposals.

3) Domain-Centered PKIX Proposals: This class can
defend against the first seven cyber-attacks similar to the
scope-based proposals, except for DANE, which can com-
pletely prevent DNS record spoofing attacks.

4) Log-Based PKIX Proposals: This class fully defends
against the “CA compromise, compelled certificate, BGP route
hijacking, deprovisioned cloud instance, expired domain, dis-
continued service, DNS record spoofing”, and “revocation
information blocking” attacks through checks-and-balances,
publicly auditable ledger, and incorporating enhanced certifi-
cate revocation mechanisms while leaving the rest unfulfilled.
On the other hand, Google CT can only detect the first seven
attacks through successful detection of malicious issuance, but
cannot prevent them, while the rest are unfulfilled along with
the revocation information blocking attacks.

5) Blockchain-Based PKIX Proposals: As can be observed
from Table IX, this class of proposals offers almost the same
level of defense as that of Google CT, with additional pro-
tection against split-world attacks. However, few proposals,
such as the proposals in [123], [131], [139], [140], [155], offer
a stronger defense than those of advanced log-based propos-
als (e.g., AKI), while PADVA and Xiong et al. [130] offer a
low-level defense.

6) Pull-Based/Push-Based Revocation Proposals:
Table IX shows that pull-based/push-based schemes are
defenseless against all new types of attacks. They only offer
the basic functionality of key revocation without offering
extra security.

7) Network-Assisted Revocation Proposals: It can be
observed from Table VIII that this class of proposals offers
the same benefits as the push-based/pushed-based schemes
with slightly different traits regarding revocation information
blocking attacks. Similarly, the SecureGuard proposal offers a
higher level of security properties over the other proposals in
the same class.

8) Log-Based Revocation Proposals: Log-based revocation
proposals are presented to complement the revocation left open

by Google CT. Thus, this class offers almost the same level of
defense as Google CT. Fortunately, some proposals advanced
their defense through design and checks-and-balances.

9) Blockchain-Based Revocation Proposals: It can be
observed from Table IX that this class has the same defense
against that of the log-based proposals, with a slight improve-
ment in defense against the split-world attack.

D. Revocation Evaluation Metrics

Revocation and validation of the revocation status is an
overcomplicated process. The following metrics are defined to
assess the revocation proposals thoroughly, and a comparison
among them is provided in the next section.

Storage cost: It represents the storage cost at the end-
devices, and the revocation should require minimal storage.

Revocation check latency: It shows the time taken by a client
application to validate the revocation status of an encountered
certificate.

Extra connection: It shows whether the client software
needs to query an online server to validate the revocation status
of the encountered certificate.

Timeliness: It shows the time taken to update the revocation
information.

Failure model: This metric shows the mode adopted by
a revocation scheme in case of missing/incorrect revocation
information.

Bandwidth cost: This metric shows the cost consumed by
a revocation scheme per connection while sending revocation
information.

PKIX Compatible: This metric measures whether the
scheme is compatible with the X.509 standard or not.

E. Comparison of Revocation Proposals

It can be seen in Table X that CRLs have a higher storage
cost in pull-based schemes, while CRLite is leading among
push-based schemes. RevCast induces the highest storage cost
among network-assisted schemes. Log-based schemes require
storage in kilobytes, whereas blockchain-based schemes do not
shed light on storage costs.

Revocation checking delay is another important factor
that influences handshakes during TLS communication. Most
schemes induce a delay in milliseconds to the validation pro-
cess. The highest latency observed was induced by the scheme
in [198], which is up to 2 seconds in the worst-case scenario.
As can be observed from Table X, some schemes also need to
establish a connection to online servers to validate revocation
status, which induces a Round Trip Time (RTT) delay.

Regarding timeliness, blockchain-based schemes ensure the
freshness of revocation information, while network-assisted,
pull- and push-based schemes take longer to update revocation
information. In a similar way, log-based proposals also offer
a fair level of timeliness in hours.

Blockchain- and log-based revocation proposals result in a
hard failure in case of missing revocation information, which
can guard clients against MitM. On the other hand, network-
assisted, pull- and push-based vary in terms of response to
invalid/missing revocation information.
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TABLE IX
COMPARING DEFENSE OF LEADING CONVENTIONAL PKIX, REVOCATION PROPOSALS, AND THEIR MODERN IMPLEMENTATION

ON BLOCKCHAIN AND DISTRIBUTED LEDGERS AGAINST ATTACKS DISCUSSED IN SECTION IV-C. NOTE: �=SUPPORTS

THE FEATURE; ��= PARTIALLY SUPPORTS THE FEATURE; �=DOES NOT SUPPORT THE FEATURE

Table X also investigates the bandwidth cost of each scheme
per connection. From the table, it can be derived that OneCRL
and Let’s Revoke consume higher bandwidth per connection.

Finally, all methods are compatible with PKIX except Let’s
Revoke, CRS, Aiello et al. [174], Boneh et al. [187] and
blockchain-based schemes. Any scheme that needs changes
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TABLE IX
(Continued.) COMPARING DEFENSE OF LEADING CONVENTIONAL PKIX, REVOCATION PROPOSALS, AND THEIR MODERN IMPLEMENTATION

ON BLOCKCHAIN AND DISTRIBUTED LEDGERS AGAINST ATTACKS DISCUSSED IN SECTION IV-C. NOTE: �=SUPPORTS

THE FEATURE; ��= PARTIALLY SUPPORTS THE FEATURE; �=DOES NOT SUPPORT THE FEATURE

to the underlying infrastructure is less likely to be adopted by
the Web community.

VII. LESSONS LEARNED, RESEARCH GAP

AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

In this section, key lessons learned from our comprehen-
sive survey on the PKIX proposals are presented first. Next,
the research gaps and directions for future work are briefly
discussed.

A. Lessons Learned

Despite efforts to secure the fragile CA ecosystem through
the use of different security mechanisms, CAs are still not
fault proof. The enhancement of their security mechanism and
the adoption rate to deal with stronger attackers are relatively
slow. In the last two decades, attackers and researchers have
taken down various famous CAs by bypassing their security
mechanisms. However, none of the CAs developed a robust
mechanism to stop attacks, and their security relied mainly

on third-party-developed security mechanisms. For example,
Bog et al. took down CAs and presented countermeasures to
defend against such attacks. Only a few CAs incorporated the
countermeasures in their original form without advancing and
enhancing them. Consequently, a modified version of the same
attack was carried out against different CAs, including those
that incorporate the countermeasures presented in [11]. CAs
should be agile in adopting newer and stronger security to
defend their own infrastructure against powerful adversaries
(e.g., state-level adversaries) and keep their reputation of pro-
viding robust security services. Furthermore, most small CAs
do not comply with security requirements and standards [209].

Various state-level actors have been noticed to be directly
involved in monitoring and intercepting Internet traffic to
analyze the data of Internet clients. This kind of state-level
actor raises concerns about the conventional security proto-
col, which relies on a weaker attacker model by assuming
that the trusted third-party servers are secure and trusted.
Unfortunately, this assumption does not seem to hold against
stronger state-level adversaries. The NASA report revealed that
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TABLE X
A COMPARISON OF LEADING REVOCATION PROPOSALS BASED ON METRICS DEFINED IN SECTION VI-D

the U.S. government is monitoring user connections, while
the Kazakhstan government recently intercepted the connec-
tions of users by forcing them to install and trust the root CA
certificate of the Kazakistan government. In addition, it was
found that 49 out of 61 of root CA certificates of different
governments (e.g.,the governments of India, Brazil, France,
Saudi Arabia, South Africa, and Uruguay) are installed in the
truststore of Microsoft [210]. These root CA certificates and
incidents question the fundamental assumption behind the cur-
rent working principle of PKIX and highlight the need to
reevaluate the security assumptions. Therefore, researchers,
experts, and academicians must move to the next level of the
attacker model, which can hold against state-level adversaries.

Although the issuance of DV-certificates and DV-based
CAs dominate the certificate ecosystem, there are different
attack vectors against the issuance process of DV-certificate.
The issuance of the DV-certificate involves minimal level
validation, as it only validates that the entity applying for
the certificate has control over the domain. Additionally, the
method used to issue DV-certificates and identity verification
is insecure and vulnerable to MitM. It was learned that using
one validation method is not strong enough to block attacks on
DV-certificate issuance. A study revealed that around 1 mil-
lion malicious certificates exist in the TLS ecosystem for the
top 10k Alex websites. Relying on more than one identity
would introduce a delay to the certificate issuance process;
however, it would greatly reduce the attack surface on the
issuance process of the DV-certificate.

Certificate transparency is an elegant mechanism for proac-
tively detecting the issuance of malicious certificates. It does
not prevent the issuance of malicious certificates and can only
detect them once logged into the CT logs. CAs can moni-
tor CT logs to identify malicious entries; however, it cannot
be applied to detect attacks on the identity validation pro-
cess. Thus, it has a window of vulnerabilities and leaves space
for attackers to conduct cyber-attacks against CAs and their
clients. Moreover, the browser support for CT is surprisingly
poor [211]. CAs should rely on different intrusion detection
methods to proactively identify attacks during the validation
process and prevent malicious issuance.

Integration of different technological solutions comes up
with new vulnerabilities. Hosting secure services on cloud
computing gave rise to dangling DNS record loopholes, while
S/MIME gave rise to the decryption of encrypted email
attacks. The loopholes remained undetected, and clients relied
on fragile and insecure ecosystems for years. We learned that
faulty design or faulty implementation of the security protocol
can sabotage the security of the entire system.

It was learned that several attacks, which were theoretical
a few years ago, turned into practice. For example, rogue CA
(e.g., DigiNotar) and CA compromise through a software bug
(e.g., Heartbleed bug discovered in 2014) attacks were the-
oretical a few years ago until attacks happened. Currently, a
versioning attack on CT is theoretical, where an attacker com-
promises CA and CT logs to show different versions of their
logs to different sets of users. These attacks remain theoretical
in the face of weaker attackers and are turned into practice if
the attackers enhance their potential.

It was discovered that the adoption of any security solution
is determined by various factors on the Web, where multiple
factors such as standards organization (e.g., IETF), regulatory
requirements from regulatory bodies (e.g., government), user
demand, and security incidents can mandate the adoption of
a security mechanism. Unfortunately, giant stakeholders play
an important role in adopting a security mechanism. Several
elegant mechanisms and solutions (e.g., DANE) are proposed
to enhance the security of the Web. However, these solutions
lack widespread adoption due to a lack of support from major
browser and CA vendors.

The Web is a very diverse and open community that is
open to diverse attackers with different attack capabilities. The
diverse group of attackers, which can include cyber criminals,
state-sponsored actors, insider attackers, and advanced per-
sistent attackers, poses unique challenges and needs different
levels of defense strategies. These attackers can launch differ-
ent attacks simultaneously against Web users. Implementing
and patching a single security solution cannot ensure security
against the diverse nature of attackers. Clients need to use vari-
ous robust and layered security protocols to defend themselves
against these diverse attackers.
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B. Research Gap and Future Perspectives

As discussed previously, PKIX is a widely deployed PKI,
and different cyber-attacks are successfully conducted against
PKIX clients. In this survey article, some issues are empha-
sized in the PKIX and revocation process, and the following
strategies and directions are presented to improve the overall
security and performance of the PKIX and revocation process
in the future.

1) Immature certificate revocation process: It was found that
CRL and OCSP dominate the Web for checking the certificate
revocation process. Unfortunately, the certificate revocation
method only checks that the certificate has not yet been
revoked; however, it does not include any mechanism to ensure
defense against malicious certificates. The current revocation
process is overcomplicated, and none of them actually solves
the problem. Furthermore, the browser support for the revoca-
tion process and the detection of revoked certificates is pretty
low [111], [211]. For example, a study revealed that browsers
can successfully detect approximately 35- 40% of revoked cer-
tificates [212]. Incorporating simplicity, security, and defense
into revocation mechanisms can greatly improve the security
of the Internet.

2) Security and privacy requirements for PKI in Web
3.0 scenarios: No work was found that focused on the
detailed security, privacy requirements, and design of the PKI,
which can meet the communication requirements of Web 3.0.
Most of the proposals tried to instantiate the PKI design
on blockchain technology and fix the problems of the PKIX
design. Additionally, no work was found that came up with a
new identity validation method focusing on Web 3.0 communi-
cation, since the main objective of this standard is to eliminate
centralized authorization and validation systems in the future.

3) Client identity validation: Client authentication is still
an open problem on the Internet. The work in [124] only
designed client-based PKIX to issue free certificates for end-
users. However, this work does not specify any mechanism
for end-user identity validation. PKIX still lacks an iden-
tity validation mechanism for end-users using services and
still relies on mechanisms such as password and two-factor
authentication. The IETF Let’s Encrypt project that aims to
encrypt Internet traffic would be incomplete without provid-
ing a free and user-friendly certificate issuance process for
end-users.

4) CA revocation: Revoking a CA certificate invalidates all
domains’ certificates signed by that particular CA. Some pro-
posals presented mechanisms to invalidate an intermediate CA
certificate without causing collateral damage. Unfortunately,
PKIX has no practical mechanism to revoke the CA certifi-
cate without causing collateral damage. Moreover, trutstore
must be updated on all client software if a root CA certifi-
cate is revoked to remove the rogue CA certificate. Updating
truststores on client software requires updating the operating
system, browser, and other applications, since truststores are
maintained by them, which usually takes a few days to weeks.
It is still an open research problem to design methods that
safely revoke CA certificates without collateral damage and
in a timely manner.

5) Elimination of certificate chaining: It was identified dur-
ing our article on vehicular PKI [67] that certificate chain
verification involves at least two signature verification opera-
tions to authenticate a message. This induces an extra delay
caused by the hierarchical CA model adopted by PKIX to
reduce the size of the truststore at the cost of verification
cost. The extra delay can be introduced by certificate chain
depth, leaf certificate, intermediate CA certificate revocation
checking, and occasionally by certificate path discovery if the
server does not include an intermediate CA certificate. The
certificate chain problem significantly affects various applica-
tion deployments designed for real-time and IoT services, as
these real-time and IoT services need time-efficient authentica-
tion processes and resource-constrained devices, respectively.
In addition, certificate chaining can cause security breaches.
For example, browsers can accept certificates that violate con-
straints (e.g., NameContraints and PathlenContraint) and thus
accept invalid certificates [212]. Redesigning truststore and
authentication protocols to eliminate certificate chain valida-
tion without compromising security would enable real-time
and IoT services to use PKIX for authentication.

6) It was observed that the secure and rigorous identity
validation remains an open problem of PKIX design. There
exist various attack vectors against the validation methods that
attackers exploit to issue malicious certificates. Additionally,
the validation of an identity that preserves privacy is also a
challenging task. Only the work of Wang et al. [89] was found
that aims to offer validation and certification of private iden-
tities. However, the method is only applicable to email-based
identity validation scenarios, which is insecure in itself, and
an attacker can easily obtain malicious certificates on behalf
of organizational employees.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The security of online communication is bootstrapped from
PKI, which provides the foundation for PKC realization. PKIX
is the most widely used PKI to secure Web and online commu-
nication. In this survey, we discussed the PKIX architecture,
Web evolution, and revocation proposals that complement
the revocation process. This survey focused on classifying
PKIX proposals, revocation proposals, and proposals based
on blockchain and transparency log (ledger) technologies. The
article compares the PKIX proposals, the certificate revocation
proposals, and the recent blockchain- and log-based propos-
als using 15 evaluation metrics in a uniform way. In addition,
the defense of leading proposals is investigated against recent
attack vectors. The systematic comparison and defense inves-
tigation helped to identify the research gap despite existing
proposals. Finally, we presented the lessons learned and high-
lighted certain security loopholes and performance issues of
the PKIX schemes.
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